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From the 

Pawan Goyal
Chief Business Officer - naukri.com

This past year has been another 12 months of 
navigating the upheaval created by Covid-19. At 
the start of 2021, we expected to be back in the 
workplace at least a few days a week, attending 
meetings. However, for a large portion of the 
workforce, things didn't turn out that way. If 
anything, 2021 demonstrated that even 'new normal' 
in the workplace is a constantly moving target. 
Leading through all that change and challenges has 
been anything but easy. Nevertheless, I think it is 
fair to say that the business community has endured 
and endeavoured and even persevered through the 
crisis.
 
The second lockdown was hard where evolving 
employee sentiments continued to put immense 
pressure on employers to offer better benefits to 
both attract and retain talent. While companies are 
far from perfecting hybrid, the increased poor work-
life balance and burnt out teams posed a challenge, 
and that resulted in a patchy return-to-office roll-
out.
 
At the same time, with massive shifts taking place in 
workplace culture, employee wellbeing, workforce 
expectations & talent needs, and employee 
experience have caused huge workplace disruptions 
in a very short amount of time. Significant digital 
acceleration has redefined how we work, sell, 
market, collaborate, analyse data, and support our 
employees from anywhere. Businesses and leaders 
responded to these challenges by evolving their 
strategies and heightening their focus on their 
people. But the buck doesn’t stop here.
 
If there’s one big takeaway we can all carry 
forward into 2022, it’s that the future is filled with 
uncertainty and leaders will have to rethink how 
they lead change. Taking the conversation forward, 
we have special interviews with Satyajit Mohanty 

CBO’S Desk

Write to us

(VP - HR, Crompton Greaves Consumer Electricals 
Limited), Pravin Prakash (Chief People Officer, 
BYJU’S), Nidhi Marwah (Group Managing Director, 
The Executive Center), Sriharsha Achar, (Joint ED & 
CHRO, Star Health and Allied Insurance), and Ritu 
Moira (CHRO, Duroflex) who share their insights on 
the year that 2022 could be for the world of work.
 
We’d also like to thank our other contributors 
- Vineeta Kukreti (Human Resources Director - 
Fiserv), Arti Agarwal (Head - Human Resources, 
Tata Asset Management), Puja Rungta Agarwal 
(Associate Director - People Practice, Happiest 
Minds Technologies), Rahul Deshmukh (Group 
CHRO - Allana Group), and Ganesh S (CHRO - 
Emeritus & Eruditus) - for giving a face to these 
uncertainties through their thoughtful write-ups 
and interviews.
 
Looking back, 2021 has been a year of ups and 
downs. This year may be no different. The good 
news is that we're more prepared this time. Hence, 
as the Covid-19 virus continues to pummel our lives 
in 2022, we have an opportunity to choose how we 
will respond. Whatever changes come our way, we 
need to accept that work will never be the same in 
2022 as it did in 2019. However, instead of seeing 
that as a concern, we need to see it as a silver 
lining. We can make use of emerging trends and 
institutionalise what we've learnt so far to get us 
through the coming year. 

In the end, let us be optimistic for this new year. Let 
us hope that 2022 will be a better year. 

Happy 2022!

naukrihiringsuite@naukri.com
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HIGHLIGHT

“The greatest danger in times of turbulence is not the turbulence – it 
is to act with yesterday’s logic.” 

– Peter Drucker 

this demand and talent crunch is 
short-term in nature and is likely to 
stabilise by mid-2022.

WHY DO EMPLOYEES 
JUMP SHIP?
COVER STORY: Managing 
the Tide of “The Great 
Resignation”  

September 2021 Edition 

As the Covid-19 pandemic began 
to subside in the second half of 
2021, life and work also started 
to get back to normal, or at least 
the ‘new normal’. However, 
organisations were faced with the 
problem of ‘The Great Resignation’ 
where employees kept jumping 
ship for better opportunities, 
putting the businesses in a tricky 
position. Employees were still not 
sure if they wished to return to 
work – full-time, or in the same 
organisation. They demanded 
flexible work options, simply 
offering a pay increase or a 
promotion wasn’t enough to get 
good people to stay. Organisations 
acknowledged that it was more 
important than ever before to train, 
empower, and treat employees 
as valuable assets to create a 
culture of employee retention. 
Manavi Pathak, Head, Talent and 
Leadership Development, TATA 
Trent in this article explored how 
organisations could find the best 
employee retention tactics to keep 
the most talented workers at their 
jobs in 2021 and beyond.

dominated the year. While these 
articles were published in 2021, 
it’ll be interesting to witness how 
they might evolve in 2022.

THE BEST AND 
WORST OF THE TIMES 
FOR INDIA’S TECH 
TALENT
FEATURE: The India Talent 
Crunch: Why Massive Tech 
Hiring is Expected to Pick 
Up Further Steam 

September 2021 Edition

Tech hirings remained insular to 
India’s tryst with the virus in 2021. 
The hiring activity for tech roles 
rapidly increased and was even 
more than the pre-Covid times. 
In July, the annual growth rate for 
IT software rose by 212 percent, 
followed by ITes with annual 
growth of 46 percent (July Naukri 
JobSpeak Report). However, as 
the demand for jobs rose, the 
wages also skyrocketed, retaining 
existing talent became a challenge, 
companies faced higher attrition 
rates compared to 2020, and the 
dropout rates following offers got 
higher. A part of the reason was 
startup hiring as the funding boom 
left many new-age startups flush 
with funds who wooed high-
quality talent that was in short 
supply. Also, demand for new-age 
technology skills and remote work 
becoming the status quo led to 
an increasing demand for tech 
professionals. Experts feel that 

For many, 2020 felt like the most 
chaotic year of their lives after 
a series of Covid-19 induced 
shutdowns brought the world 
to a grinding halt and upended 
everything. Then 2021 happened, 
which has been a year of ups and 
downs. The pandemic dominated 
our work lives since day one. 

We’ve all had to adapt to a 
“new normal”, organisations 
everywhere had to reexamine 
their risk-management strategies 
and redefine office experience, 
employees felt profound digital 
burnout which made them focus 
more acutely on all aspects 
of employee well-being and 
innovate new methods to keep 
them engaged, new technologies 
enabled work from anywhere 
but it also pushed workers to 
switch jobs or pursue entirely 
new careers, the hybrid mode of 
working emerged as employees 
slowly started returning to work, 
only to be disrupted with the latest 
emergence of the omicron variant 
that could put much of the global 
return to the office on hold.

This year was a reminder that 
the future is uncertain and we 
can better prepare ourselves to 
contribute meaningfully to the 
next year by recognising and 
addressing the opportunities 
and challenges from the previous 
year. As we wrap up this year, we 
take a look at our magazine's top 
read articles/interviews that have 

https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/05/mag-managing-the-great-resignation/
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/05/mag-managing-the-great-resignation/
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/05/mag-managing-the-great-resignation/
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/september-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/08/mag-why-massive-tech-hiring-expected-to-pick-up/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/08/mag-why-massive-tech-hiring-expected-to-pick-up/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/08/mag-why-massive-tech-hiring-expected-to-pick-up/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/08/mag-why-massive-tech-hiring-expected-to-pick-up/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/september-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
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RECRUITING TECH 
TALENT
INTERVIEW: Talent 
Sustainability: Building 
Talent Leading to Value 
Creation 

December 2021 Edition 

Richard Lobo, Executive Vice 
President & Head Human 
Resources at Infosys thinks that 
a push for technical and digital 
skills across industries, insufficient 
future investments in terms of 
skilling, and a reasonable amount 
of talent supply disruptions across 
the world, both in terms of the 
shift toward remote working and 
many people moving out of the 
workforce due to the pandemic 
fuelled the rush for talent in the IT 
sector. He, therefore, elaborated 
on the importance of investing 
in talent sustainability, and 
skilling and upskilling. Regarding 
intriguing salary trends and 
exorbitant perks, he commented on 
the turbulence in the market which 
leads to a new equilibrium or a 
new normal, but at some point in 
time, eventually evens out. Talking 
about the ‘back to office’ journey at 
Infosys, Richard shares how their 
offices are open across the world 
but they haven’t forced anybody to 
come daily or relocate.

STARTUP HIRING 
COVER STORY: To ESOP 
or Not to ESOP Myths, 
Fallacies, and Green Signals 
for Startups 

October 2021 Edition
The workforce is the metaphorical 
brick and mortar to any business 
and startups are no exception. If 

organisations can ensure that 
employees remain invested in the 
company, benefit from its success, 
and create long-term wealth. The 
key here is to create a plan that 
is in sync with the company’s 
vision, strategy, expectations, and 
financial parameters which can 
attract and retain the right people, 
and ultimately increase economic 
value for both shareholders and 
participants.

SOONICORN 
ON BUILDING 
PASSIONATE TALENT
INTERVIEW: Building 
for Scale: The Value of 
Purpose-Led Startup

October 2021 Edition

“While for an early-stage startup, 
it is very important to add high 
quality, passionate talent to the 
team, typically when there’s a 
shortage of funds to be able to 
afford the premium talent. At this 
stage, it is important to focus on 
quality over quantity and identify 
individuals that would be a good 
culture fit, and most importantly, 
the ones who believe in the 
mission and goals of the company,” 
says Sankar Bora, Founder and 
COO, DealShare.in, as he talked 
about the key challenges in terms 
of talent availability.  Sankar in 
this interview also sheds light on 
the value of ESOP and the role it 
plays in early hiring. He further 
elaborated how DealShare has a 
huge focus on on-the-job learning 
and is giving diverse, stretch 
opportunities to individuals to 
learn and grow. 
 
EMPLOYEE BURNOUT 
IS A RAMPANT 

anything, there is an even more 
direct correlation between scaling 
and workforce quality in the 
startup ecosystem. ESOPs can 
be an ideal business transition 
solution for many early-stage 
startups, providing a way to 
preserve their legacy with 
employees and the community, 
get a fair price, retain a role in 
the company if they like, and get 
unmatched tax benefits in the 
process. Ankita Singh, Founder, 
Sarvaank Associates and Yash 
Vardhan, Singh Senior Associate, 
Sarvaank Associates delves 
into the misconceptions and the 
common myths around ESOPs that 
can trigger some bad beliefs about 
ESOPs and keep startups from 
taking the leap. 
 

DECISION TREE FOR 
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
COVER STORY: Employee 
Ownership – A Startup 
Value Additive 
 
October 2021 Edition
 
If the pandemic taught us 
anything, it is that employees 
want the organisations to be more 
human. Nothing can take the place 
of pay, bonuses, and benefits. 
But the employees crave shared 
identity and purpose, wealth 
creation, a sense of belonging, 
and interactions. Employee-
employer relations have always 
been ‘transactional’, but things are 
changing faster. To keep up with 
the change, businesses need to 
rethink work, employment, and 
people. Abraham George, Chief 
People Officer at Ennoventure and 
Founder Partner at Peoplsense 
explains how by making use 
of “Employee ownership” 

-

HIGHLIGHT

“The greatest danger in times of turbulence is not the turbulence – it 
is to act with yesterday’s logic.” 

– Peter Drucker 

https://allthingstalent.org/2021/12/18/mag-building-talent-leading-to-value-creation/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/12/18/mag-building-talent-leading-to-value-creation/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/12/18/mag-building-talent-leading-to-value-creation/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/12/18/mag-building-talent-leading-to-value-creation/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/december-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/16/mag-to-esop-or-not-to-esop-for-startups/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/16/mag-to-esop-or-not-to-esop-for-startups/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/16/mag-to-esop-or-not-to-esop-for-startups/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/16/mag-to-esop-or-not-to-esop-for-startups/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/october-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/15/mag-value-of-purpose-led-startup/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/15/mag-value-of-purpose-led-startup/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/15/mag-value-of-purpose-led-startup/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/october-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/13/mag-employee-ownership-startup-value-additive/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/13/mag-employee-ownership-startup-value-additive/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/13/mag-employee-ownership-startup-value-additive/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/october-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
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stemming from social isolation, 
financial insecurities, and increased 
workload.

CONNECTED 
WORKFORCE
INTERVIEW: Developing 
Your Employees is Key 
to Successful Employee 
Retention
 
September 2021 Edition
 
Sreenivas Potukuchi, Head of 
HR Business Partner, Fidelity 
Investments India says offering 
a career rather than a job helped 
Fidelity Investments to build a 
large pool of tenured employees 
and maintain a low attrition 
rate. With the qualified talent 
exiting at an early phase in their 
careers, offering robust learning 
and development opportunities 
focused on technology, leadership 
and professional development, 
functional and domain learning 
became crucial for Fidelity. Also, 
they evolved their approach 
according to the dynamic needs 
of the situation and finetuned 
their policies and benefits to suit 
a hybrid working model. He also 
discussed how Fidelity has been 
investing in building a talent brand 

 
April 2021 Edition

The pandemic gave impetus to 
the topic of well-being. It brought 
significant focus on employee 
mental health both inside and 
across organisations around the 
world. As Covid-19 exacerbated 
employee burnout, employee well-
being became more mainstream 
and organisations started thinking 
more expansively about many 
elements that impact the health 
and happiness of their employees 
– well beyond physical and even 
mental and emotional health. 
Organisations realised that 
anxious, stressed out, and mentally 
unwell workers are not engaged 
and productive. Mental and 
emotional health concerns began 
to lose the stigma and proactive 
mental health support started 
becoming more mainstream. 
In 2020, more organisations 
and leaders opened up genuine 
dialogues on mental health. 
Manavi Pathak, Head, Talent and 
Leadership Development, TATA 
Trent explains how investing 
in employee mental well-being 
can become a silver lining to the 
unfortunate realities brought 
about by increased stress, anxiety 

WORKPLACE 
PROBLEM
COVER STORY: Is Remote 
Working Leading to 
Employee Burnout? 
 
April 2021 Edition
 
Initially, when people started 
working from home, most of them 
got really excited about the idea 
of working by being their “own 
boss”. However, with time, the 
drastic shift from physical offices 
to virtual offices took a toll on 
employees’ physical, mental, and 
emotional well-being making 
them more prone to burnout. This 
was due to many reasons: there 
was no face-to-face interaction 
among the employees; it was 
tough to conduct any employee 
engagement activities through 
virtual modes; as the line between 
work and life started getting 
blurred, work hours became an 
issue; and due to the pandemic, 
people generally also started 
feeling low and were in seek of 
some social support or some 
upliftment in the mood. Akanksha 
Awasthi, Senior Manager,  Human 
Resources, Adda52.com shared 
a  few insights into how the 
employers or the HR can help 
eliminate this emotional, physical, 
and mental state of exhaustion 
and adapt their work culture in a 
manner that promotes employee 
sensitivity and empathy, especially 
in a virtual setup. 

MAINSTREAMING 
HEALTH AND 
HAPPINESS
COVER STORY: The Next 
Gen Employee Experience: 
An Investment In Mental 
Well-being

-

HIGHLIGHT

“The greatest danger in times of turbulence is not the turbulence – it 
is to act with yesterday’s logic.” 

– Peter Drucker 

https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/02/mag-developing-employees-for-successful-employee-retention/
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/02/mag-developing-employees-for-successful-employee-retention/
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/02/mag-developing-employees-for-successful-employee-retention/
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/02/mag-developing-employees-for-successful-employee-retention/
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/september-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/april-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/04/26/mag-remote-working-leading-to-employee-burnout/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/04/26/mag-remote-working-leading-to-employee-burnout/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/04/26/mag-remote-working-leading-to-employee-burnout/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/april-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/04/26/mag-next-gen-employee-experience/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/04/26/mag-next-gen-employee-experience/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/04/26/mag-next-gen-employee-experience/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/04/26/mag-next-gen-employee-experience/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
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for seamless hiring and key talent 
acquisition trends he foresees in 
the near future.

RETURN TO WORK
COVER STORY: Bringing 
Back the Workforce – 
Insights into the New 
Normal Office Space
November 2021 Edition

As the quarantines and restrictions 
loosened, companies around 
the world started bringing their 
people back to the office. As 
a business leader, it became 
imperative to understand the 
challenges and hindrances that 
an ordinary employee had to face 
while working through the post-
Covid scenario. Employers were 
required to carefully plan how to 
safely reintroduce employees to 
the workplace - from zero-touch 
sanitizer dispensers at every entry 
and exit in the office premises 
to taking temperatures of all the 
staff to adhering to strict social 
distancing practices to sanitising 
office from time to time - the 
article by Apu Pavithran, Founder, 
CEO of Hexnode (Mitsogo) gave 
a peek into the strategies Mitsogo 
implemented for the employees’ 
safe return to the office and their 
plans to navigate in a post-Covid 
world.

FUTURE OF WORK
COVER STORY: Return to 
the Office Will Take Longer 
or Maybe Never

November 2021 Edition 
In this eye-opening article, 
Dr. Ankita Singh, Senior Vice 
President & Global Head of HR, 
IT, Travel & Admin at CIGNEX 

Building at Work: Making 
an Impact That Matters

November 2021 Edition

Deloitte India carried out the return 
to work in a phased approach 
for its employees. From allowing 
only those employees who were 
fully vaccinated into the office 
premises to monitoring Covid-19 
social distancing protocols through 
apps, Deloitte followed a 70:30 
work model where 70 percent of 
people still worked from home and 
the rest transitioned to a hybrid 
model, where workers came to 
the office two or three days a 
week. Here, S.V Nathan, Partner, 
and Chief Talent Officer, Deloitte 
India, explains the importance of 
the office environment for culture 
building and collaboration. He 
talked in detail about the mental 
health issues that arise majorly due 
to burnout and why reaching out to 
employees to address such issues 
virtually doesn’t always work. 
He also shared insights on how 
Deloitte committed to dropping 
carbon emissions by 50 percent 
by 2030 and how the increasing 
need for flexibility and culture-
building at the workplace will play 
a crucial role in the hybrid future of 
employee experience.

Datamatics explains why 
employers who are nudging their 
workers to return into offices may 
not find themselves compatible 
with employees who have 
welcomed remote as the new 
normal. Employees sensed the 
freedom to work from anywhere at 
their own pace which is why they 
found valid reasons to justify work 
from home. The default model for 
years ahead will remain as remote 
working/working from anywhere, 
and the designed model will keep 
changing, with the help of data 
leaders, continuously to meet 
the needs of the time, business, 
and people. While nobody is sure 
what the future has in store for us, 
organisations and employees are 
experimenting and exploring to 
find the best workable equation for 
their requirements. The trial and 
testing will not stop any sooner. 
It will take much longer than 
businesses thought to decide what 
will be the most feasible model. 
Back to office will take much 
longer to be back as a full-fledged 
model for any business. For many 
sectors; maybe never.

FUTURE OF WORK
INTERVIEW: From 
Reducing Carbon Footprint 
by 50 Percent to Culture-

-

HIGHLIGHT

“The greatest danger in times of turbulence is not the turbulence – it 
is to act with yesterday’s logic.” 

– Peter Drucker 

https://allthingstalent.org/2021/11/11/mag-bringing-back-the-workforce-post-covid/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/11/11/mag-bringing-back-the-workforce-post-covid/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/11/11/mag-bringing-back-the-workforce-post-covid/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/11/11/mag-bringing-back-the-workforce-post-covid/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/november-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/27/mag-return-to-the-office-will-take-longer/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/27/mag-return-to-the-office-will-take-longer/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/27/mag-return-to-the-office-will-take-longer/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/november-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/11/10/mag-reducing-carbon-footprint-to-culture-building/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/11/10/mag-reducing-carbon-footprint-to-culture-building/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/november-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/11/10/mag-reducing-carbon-footprint-to-culture-building/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/11/10/mag-reducing-carbon-footprint-to-culture-building/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/11/10/mag-reducing-carbon-footprint-to-culture-building/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
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DIVERSITY & 
INCLUSION
COVER STORY: The 
Rainbow Amidst June’s 
Dark Clouds 
 
July 2021 Edition
Though several organisations 
have come up with culture labs, 
inclusive policies, sensitisation 
workshops, and allyship programs, 
the fact remains that much 
needs to be done to make the 
LGBTQIA+ community feel safe 
enough to “come out of the closet” 
and embrace their identities at 
the workplace. While several 
“progressive” organisations have 
made ‘discrimination on the basis 
of sexuality’ punishable, subtle 
sexuality-based discrimination 
remains prevalent. Danish Shaikh, 
Vice President and Head - Human 
Resources at Quadrific Media Pvt. 
Ltd. explains how leadership plays 
an important role here. If leaders 
go out of their way to advocate 
inclusivity, it is natural that their 
followers would follow suit and 
slowly but steadily the culture of 
the organisation would change. 
Hence, it is crucial that leaders 
come out of their shells and accept 
everyone as they are and take a 
step forward, and celebrate what’s 
unique in the individual.

DIVERSITY & 
INCLUSION
COVER STORY: Women 
Eyeing the Opportunity 
with Hybrid Work Culture
 
November 2021 Edition
 
Women in the workforce had to 
bear a disproportionate burden 
of hurt during the Covid-19 
pandemic. Many studies and 

INTERVIEW: Assured 
Growth, Compensation, 
and Inclusivity: A Retention 
Strategy of Future

September 2021 Edition

Manmeet Sandhu, Head of 
HR, PhonePe talks about the 
organisation's experimentation 
with different models for hiring 
people with disabilities into 
different roles at PhonePe. She 
further offers glimpses into the 
company's D&I goals pertaining 
to the LGBTQ+ community. “We 
have completed an internal review 
of our policies and ensured that 
they are inclusive of the LGBTQ+ 
community. We have also 
conducted a detailed survey to 
understand the current awareness 
of LGBTQ+ issues within the 
organisation. While the results 
of the survey are still awaited, 
we have had strong positive 
engagement with the topic within 
the organization,” she said. 

surveys revealed that on various 
grounds, including rates of 
unemployment, lay-offs, and pay 
gaps, women had been adversely 
impacted. On top of these, the 
burden of dual workload, in the 
domestic and professional spheres 
was overwhelming. For the women 
who had been able to sustain 
somehow, had been equally, if not 
more, exacerbating in terms of 
physical and mental well-being, 
explains Tanya Singh, Director, 
IPE Global in this insightful article. 
Conversely, while the signals 
indicated pressing causes of 
concern, others also signified the 
increasing capacity of women 
to bounce back in these times of 
crisis. The times of the pandemic 
not just encouraged but rather 
compelled women to adjust to the 
shifting technological paradigm. 
Flexible work from home and 
hybrid work models came as a 
boon to women allowing them 
to plan their day as per their 
varying levels of flexibility and 
use this opportunity to turn into 
makers and regulators of their own 
professional destinies.

-

HIGHLIGHT

“The greatest danger in times of turbulence is not the turbulence – it 
is to act with yesterday’s logic.” 

– Peter Drucker 

https://allthingstalent.org/2021/07/29/mag-rainbow-amidst-junes-dark-clouds/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/07/29/mag-rainbow-amidst-junes-dark-clouds/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/07/29/mag-rainbow-amidst-junes-dark-clouds/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/july-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/11/09/mag-women-eyeing-opportunity-with-hybrid-work-culture/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/11/09/mag-women-eyeing-opportunity-with-hybrid-work-culture/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/11/09/mag-women-eyeing-opportunity-with-hybrid-work-culture/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/november-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/02/mag-assured-growth-compensation-and-inclusivity/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/02/mag-assured-growth-compensation-and-inclusivity/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/02/mag-assured-growth-compensation-and-inclusivity/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/09/02/mag-assured-growth-compensation-and-inclusivity/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
https://allthingstalent.org/tag/september-2021-edition/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ATTJan2022&utm_campaign=MagJanEdition
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A review of the interesting developments of 2021 will reflect how last year could 
very well be considered a Midas year when it comes to perks showered for talents, 
together with employee stock options going mainstream. 

SPOTLIGHT

2021 in Retrospect: 
Golden Year for 
Talent Hunt & Perks; 
Not So Much for Diversity

Taking account of only the public market, overall sixty-three Indian 
corporates raised an all-time high Rs 1,18,704 crores through 
mainboard IPOs in 2021, according to data from primary market 
tracker Prime Database. This was nearly 4.5 times the Rs 26,613 
crores raised through 15 IPOs in 2020 and almost double the 
previous best year of 2017 in which Rs 68,827 crore was raised.

SPOTLIGHT
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previous best year of 2017 in which Rs 68,827 crore was raised.

SPOTLIGHT

overall funding crossed the $100 
billion mark (Rs 7.5 lakh crore), a 
record-breaking 40 startups turned 
unicorns, and 11 Indian startups 
listed on the stock market.

According to a study by Inc42 
Plus research, nine of these 
startups have already made their 
secondary market debut and have 
a cumulative market cap of over 
$56 billion.

Taking account of only the public 
market, overall sixty-three Indian 
corporates raised an all-time 
high of Rs 1,18,704 crores 
through mainboard IPOs in 2021, 
according to data from primary 
market tracker Prime Database. 
This was nearly 4.5 times the Rs 
26,613 crores raised through 15 
IPOs in 2020 and almost double 
the previous best year of 2017 in 
which Rs 68,827 crore was raised.

A separate analysis of the data by 
ATT found that the tech companies 
garnered a lion’s share of the total 
capital raised in the public market. 
For example, only the top eleven 
tech companies (Table 1) that went 
public have cumulatively raised 
capital of close to Rs 70,000 crore. 

The Covid-led digitisation coupled 
with the convenience of remote 
working has opened up the job 
market to the world. With a 
war-chest of capital, most of the 
companies sank the capital into 
hiring top talent. 

The business banking platform of 
Razorpay studied the payroll data 
of over 25,000 employees across 
360 startups in India from 15+ 

In this year-end roundup story, 
All Things Talent is consolidating 
all the employee interesting 
developments that took place 
in the last calendar year and 
showcasing them through 
numbers with an HR lens like 
how did the top money-spinners 
do on their board-level gender 
diversity, what did companies 
with blockbuster IPOs do on their 
attrition rate, etc. 

IPO: Top Tech Companies 
In 2021, the Indian startup 
ecosystem went past three 
remarkable milestones — the 

News reports peg that 32 Indian 
startups have spent close to Rs 
3,000 crore (about $440 million) to 
buy back employee stock options 
in 2021, up from 12 companies 
that reportedly bought back close 
to $50 million worth of ESOPs 
from their employees in 2020. 

The buoyancy was a reflection of 
India's startup growth story where 
a record number of companies 
raised capital at unicorn valuation, 
the stellar listings besides the 
massive demand for talent in the 
market.
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sectors in the six-month period 
i.e. from April 2021 to September 
2021. They found that total 
salary spending has increased 
by 43 percent during this period, 
according to a September report 
by Economic Times that cited the 
study.

Looking beyond the overwhelming 
numbers on capital raised and 
salary given, we attempted to see 
how these companies fare on their 
human capital, say board diversity?

These companies (Table 1) 
employed a total of 97 total board 
members. For ease of counting the 

inducted four women directors in 
the month of April, in the run-up to 
its IPO.

Aparna Popat, professional 
badminton player, and ex-
Olympian; Gunjan Tilak Raj Soni, 
CEO Zalora Group; Namita Gupta, 
founder of Airveda; and Sutapa 
Banerjee, ex-ABN Amro and ANZ 
Grindlays are the four women to 
have joined Zomato’s board.

The other company that did 
comparatively better from 
the perspective of women’s 
board representation was 
Freshworks, followed by Nykaa 
and MapmyIndia that had 
exactly one-third of diversity 
representation. It should also be 
noted that Freshworks is listed in 
Nasdaq, which oftentimes seeks 
explanation on the lack of diversity 
in the board.

For example, a December 2020 
report says that Nasdaq filed a 
request with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission to require 
its 3,300 listed companies to 

number of boards, exchange data 
were referred. This data puts 
compliance officers and company 
secretaries as part of the board 
member and these roles have been 
included in the computation.

Out of total board members, only 
29 percent (a lot less than one-
third were) women directors. This 
is insignificantly low for the kind of 
capital that was raised by the new-
age businesses. 

On a company-level comparison, 
the only exception is the online 
food delivery and restaurant 
discovery platform Zomato, which 

The Covid-led digitisation coupled with the 

convenience of remote working has opened up 

the job market to the world. With a war-chest 

of capital, most of the companies sank the 

capital into hiring top talent.

UNICORNS
ON TALENT

HUNT
Hiring Pipeline

*Ola Electric, 
which turned Unicorn last year, 

raised a follow-on funding recently
Source: Venture Intelligence, media reports
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TOP INDIAN STARTUPS INCUR RS 13,590 CRORE EXPENDITURE ON 
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS IN FY20
Democratising Wealth Creation for Talent
ESOP Buybacks in 2021

6956 1200

ESOP Amount (Rs Crore) Employees to Benefit or Eligible

600 6000

592

542

427 37

365 100

295 360

200 850

175

140 200

135 1650

100

90

90 100

79 300

73 750

74

61 400

60 250

55 770

49 1040

41 3000

32 175

35 800

32

30

30 600

22.5 300

22.4

15 40

15 20

^ In most cases, the ESOP amount indicate the liquidity that is available to be exercised or the ESOP pool size 

Source: Media Reports, Company Announcements

Other smaller issuances of roughly Rs 10 crore or less include Cashify, FarEye, moengage,  Classplus, iZooto

HOW THESE COMPANIES FROM TABLE 1 & 3 
FARED ON THEIR THREE ATTRITION RATES?

Nazara 

Paytm

Zomato

Policybazaar

Sona BLW Precision Forgings

Nykaa

Nuvoco Vistas Corporation

Chemplast Sanmar

Aptus Value Housing Finance 

EaseMyTrip

Fino

RateGain

MapmyIndia

343 as of October 2021

10266 as of June 30, 2021

3755 as of March 31, 2021

7560 as June 30, 2021

1204 as of March 31, 2021

2295 as of August 31, 2021

3846 as of March 31. 2021

1186 as of March 31, 2021

1930 as of March 31, 2021

374 as of March 31, 2021

2801 as of June 30, 2021

510 as of September 30, 2021

420 as of September 30, 2021

Name of the company Workforce Size (on-roll) FY 21 FY 20 FY 19

Attrition Rate (in %)  

Source: Annual Reports, Draft Papers

15 37 29

55.6 43.8 37.8

21.4 2.2

8.7 11.4 12

17.39 26.4 26.3

6.02 8.57 10.02

5 8 11

22 21 24

54 71 65

31.8 18.6 19.6

13.5 12.02 17.2

18 33 42

22

Tech Company
Total Funding
(Rs Crore)

Gender Diversity in 
Board Of Directors

TOP INDIAN TECH STARTUP COMPANIES THAT WENT PUBLIC IN 2021: 
THEIR SIZE AND GENDER LENS 

IPO Size
(Rs Crore)

Current Valuation
(Rs Crore)

EaseMyTrip

Nazara Technologies

Zomato

CarTrade

Freshworks

Nykaa

Fino

PolicyBazaar

Paytm

RateGain

MapmyIndia

234

1102

15855

2318

3654

1117

1336

5791

36240

978

569

513

581

9060

2997

7701

5353

1200

5625

18120

1336

1034

5806

7361

113250

3941

53605

97395

3269

60400

83050

4198

7550

Source: Inc42 Plus, BSE, Annual Reports, News Reports

TOP IPOS OF 2021

Source: BSE

Paytm

Zomato

Star Health and Allied Insurance Company

Policybazaar

Sona BLW Precision Forgings

Nykaa

Nuvoco Vistas Corporation

Indian Railway Finance Corporation

Chemplast Sanmar

CarTrade 

Aptus Value Housing Finance 

18300

9375

7249

5625

5550

5352

5000

4633

3850

2998

2780

10266 as of June 30, 2021

3755 as of March 31, 2021

14273 as March 31, 2021

7560 as June 30, 2021

1204 as of March 31, 2021

2295 as of August 31, 2021

3846 as of March 31. 2021

29 as of March 31, 2021

1186 as of March 31, 2021

2221 as of June 30, 2021

1930 as of March 31, 2021

Name of the company
IPO Size 
(Rs Crore) Workforce Size (on-roll) Gender Diversity in Board Of Directors

* Include key executives like company secretary, CFO and legal heads in some cases
The list excludes state owned Indian Railway Finance Corporation and Powergrid InvIT
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have or explain why they do not 
have at least one female board 
member and one board member 
who identifies as either an under-
represented minority or LGBTQ+.

On the other hand, both Nykaa 
and Mapmyindia are led or co-led 
by women founders and had a big 
bang debut in the market. 

Among the top listed companies 
by size, the story is still the 
same. (Table 3) Policybazaar and 
CarTrade were moderately better 
when compared to the others in 
the list. 

Unicorns on Talent Hunt
According to a report by VCCircle, 
another milestone for the industry 
is that a total of 42 unicorns 
were created in India in 2021, as 
compared to just 11 in 2020 - an 
almost four-fold jump over last 
year. Cumulatively, these unicorns 
have raised more than $12.5 billion 
in fresh capital from investors this 

“DealShare is at a rapid growth 
stage. We are aiming to strengthen 
all teams and departments across 
the board, with a strong focus on 
strengthening the tech and product 
teams. We are actively hiring 
engineers, product managers, 
operations enthusiasts, human 
resources to name a few’’, he said 
on the company’s talent needs.

The talent needed was across the 
board. Several media reports say 
that startups like Zomato, Swiggy, 
Amazon – are seeking to hire 
mostly in the tech profiles – and 
others like Nykaa, Mamaearth, 
Flipkart, Upstox, and Cars24 are 
among the companies scouting for 
CXOs and leadership roles across 
various teams, a July Times Now 
report said.

Potentially, all the unicorns and 
potential unicorns hired close to 
65,000 executives over the last 
15 months period, the article said 
citing a survey.

year. There were eight unicorns 
minted in 2018 and nine in 2019.
Following the fundraise, 
several of the companies 
announced their plan to make 
large hirings. A simple study of 
these announcements from 16 
companies indicates they are going 
to hire close to 18000 people in 
the near future. While Ola Electric 
became a unicorn in July 2019, its 
business was still fledgling then 
and announced its massive hirings 
much later. 

If Ola Electric is left out as an 
outlier, the overall hiring numbers 
are still significant. The second on 
the list, Dealshare announced its 
intention of hiring 5000 employees 
following its fundraise. 

In an October interview with 
All Things Talent, Sankar Bora, 
Founder and COO, DealShare.in 
discussed the key challenges in 
terms of talent availability and the 
value of ESOP.

UNICORNS
ON TALENT

HUNT
Hiring Pipeline

*Ola Electric, 
which turned Unicorn last year, 

raised a follow-on funding recently
Source: Venture Intelligence, media reports
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Paytm
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According to a report by Naukri 
JobSpeak (June 2021), in June, the 
demand for candidates in the IT 
software and services sector was 
55 percent higher than in January. 
The demand for tech talent 
continued to soar as the sector 
witnessed a significant 85 percent 
Y-O-Y growth in October.

However, while the demand for 
talent with digital skillsets was 
at an all-time high, the number 
of people that actually possess 
these technical abilities was low. 
Because of the scarcity of qualified 
candidates, a massive war for tech 
talent broke out, forcing employers 
to engage in all-out recruiting 
battles for these individuals. 
Harshit Chhaya, Associate Director 
- HR, Avail Finance in an article 
for ATT explained how this acute 
demand led to a dearth of valuable 
employees in the IT industry. “The 
demand for tech talent is so high 
that Tata Consultancy Services 
in the month of July onboarded 
43,000 new engineers – an 
unprecedented figure by even 
Tata’s standards. 

Every company is facing a higher 
attrition rate than it had a year ago. 
In fact, this level of attrition has 
not been seen in the last 10 or 12 
years, especially in IT and digital 
companies. IT services firms are 
not just hiring to meet growing 
demand but to also plug gaps 
created by the sharp increase in 
attrition within these companies. 

Speaking to ATT, Richard Lobo, 
Executive Vice President & 
Head Human Resources, Infosys 
attributes the high attrition 
to several factors - from new 
technologies and skill requirements 
to talent supply disruptions (both 
in terms of the shift toward remote 
working and people moving out 
of the workforce) to businesses 
not making sufficient investments 
to skilling. “The combination of 
these three has led us to a time 
when the demand situation is at 
the maximum. That is what has 
resulted in a short-term supply 
situation. I don’t see this as a long-
term issue. It is more of a balancing 
situation for the post-pandemic 
boom”, he explains.

As companies scout for more talent 
from an increasingly limited pool 
of candidates, inflated salaries and 
higher dropout rates are extremely 
common”, he further explains.

Attrition Rate among the 
Listed Companies
Several organisations are faced 
with the problem of ‘The Great 
Resignation’ which has put the 
businesses in a tricky position. 
It has been projected that more 
than half of the employees plan to 
look for a new job in 2021, opined 
Manavi Pathak, Head, Talent and 
Leadership Development, TATA 
Trent in an AllThingsTalent article 
in September last year. 

In the case of Paytm, which was 
by far the largest issuance in 
corporate history, suffered over 
50 percent attrition rate in FY21. 
It also faced roughly 40 percent 
attrition rates in the financial years 
ending March 31, 2020 and March 
31, 2019.

UNICORNS
ON TALENT

HUNT
Hiring Pipeline

*Ola Electric, 
which turned Unicorn last year, 

raised a follow-on funding recently
Source: Venture Intelligence, media reports
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ESOP Buybacks in 2021

6956 1200

ESOP Amount (Rs Crore) Employees to Benefit or Eligible
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427 37

365 100

295 360

200 850
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22.5 300

22.4

15 40

15 20

^ In most cases, the ESOP amount indicate the liquidity that is available to be exercised or the ESOP pool size 

Source: Media Reports, Company Announcements

Other smaller issuances of roughly Rs 10 crore or less include Cashify, FarEye, moengage,  Classplus, iZooto

HOW THESE COMPANIES FROM TABLE 1 & 3 
FARED ON THEIR THREE ATTRITION RATES?
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Name of the company Workforce Size (on-roll) FY 21 FY 20 FY 19

Attrition Rate (in %)  

Source: Annual Reports, Draft Papers
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55.6 43.8 37.8

21.4 2.2

8.7 11.4 12
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22 21 24
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31.8 18.6 19.6
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18 33 42
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Board Of Directors

TOP INDIAN TECH STARTUP COMPANIES THAT WENT PUBLIC IN 2021: 
THEIR SIZE AND GENDER LENS 

IPO Size
(Rs Crore)

Current Valuation
(Rs Crore)
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* Include key executives like company secretary, CFO and legal heads in some cases
The list excludes state owned Indian Railway Finance Corporation and Powergrid InvIT
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In its draft papers, Paytm gave a 
peek into the reason behind the 
massive attrition. “We face intense 
competition for highly skilled 
employees especially as part of our 
product and technology team’’.
It had an average of 2,550 
members in the engineering, 
product, and technology team 
in FY 2021 and 2,471 members 
in the engineering, product, and 
technology team as of June 30, 
2021. It's roughly about 25 percent 
of its employee strength.
Paytm Services Private Limited 
provides short-term manpower 
hiring and placement including the 
provision of sales field executives, 
which traditionally have much 
higher attrition than the rest of the 
organisation. 

companies is always assured for 
employees. However, the same 
cannot be said for startups as they 
struggled to attract talent for a 
long period of time, particularly 
during their early phase of the 
business cycle. This is where 
several of them utilised stock 
options as an effective tool.

In the early 90s, employee stock 
options were novel and untested, 
but in 1993, when Infosys listed 
and unlocked value for thousands 
of employees—including, as the 
myths go, for a few early-stage 
blue-collar staff—this form of 
compensation drew attention, 
writes T.N. Hari, head of human 
resources (HR) at BigBasket for a 
Mint article in November last year.

To attract and retain top talent, 
the company had to offer, and 
continue to offer competitive 
compensation and benefits 
packages. “Competition for talent 
in the Indian internet industry is 
intense, and we may need to offer 
more attractive compensation and 
other benefits packages to attract 
and retain them’’, it added.
Another fact to be noted is that 
financial services companies, 
in general, have faced a higher 
attrition rate. Besides Paytm, 
payments bank Fino had an 
attrition rate of over 50 percent in 
the last three years. 

Democratising Wealth 
Creation for Talent
Job security in large and mature 

UNICORNS
ON TALENT
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*Ola Electric, 
which turned Unicorn last year, 

raised a follow-on funding recently
Source: Venture Intelligence, media reports
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“It demonstrated for the first time 
that if you were talented and took 
the risk of joining a startup in a 
key position at an early stage, 
you could probably make enough 
money that would make the 
traditionally wealthy look poor in 
comparison’’, he adds. 

The option is better known as the 
Employee Stock Options Program/
Plan (ESOP) or the Virtual Stock 
Option Program (VSOP). It is an 
option for employees to exchange 
parts of compensation for a stake 
in their employing organisation’s 
equity structure. An ESOP is 
essentially a long-term incentive 
granted to employees to buy or 
subscribe to the company’s shares 
at a predetermined price. 

READ more about the myths, 
fallacies, and green signals of 
ESOPs here.

This way, grantees are offered 
equity compensation instead of or 
in addition to their remuneration 
and in turn, become a part of 
the growth of the company and 
enjoy the sense of ownership 
thereby boosting the morale of 
the workforce. This ESOP/VSOP 
structure helps the organisations to 
negotiate salary structure with the 
employees and carefully strategise 
the manpower recruitment 
considering the cash-strapped 
status. 

The hyper funding scenario, led 
by the investors, is also the reason 
why many startups are exploring 
ESOPs as part of their core 
agenda.

When it comes to the overall 
employee benefits, Rs 13590 crore 
was spent by the top 100 startups 

was increased by Indian 
startups in the past four years.

If the pandemic has taught us 
anything, it is that employees 
want the organisations to be more 
human. Nothing can take the place 
of pay, bonuses, and benefits. 
But the employees crave shared 
identity and purpose, wealth 
creation, a sense of belonging, and 
interactions. 

For any startup, choosing the right 
plan becomes immensely critical. 
The factors that impact decision-
making are manifold. Other than 
the typical parameters of the type 
of organisation, valuation, funding, 
etc, other parameters like type of 
workforce, tax efficiency in multiple 
locations, impact on employees, 
legal and regulatory clarity on 
different plans also affect your 
choice. 

READ more on this process is 
dissected using a ‘decision tree’ 
model. 

By Bruhadeeswaran R

in FY20 compared to Rs 10570 
crore in the previous financial year, 
shows a study by Inc42 research. 

The study further states that 
formal employment creation by 
Indian startups is growing at a 
CAGR of 12 percent. 

It highlights, based on a sample set 
of 82 startups between 2017 and 
2020:

• 449k - Total number of 
accounts opened by Indian 
startups with employees’ 
provident fund organisation 
(EPFO) in the past four years. 

• Rs 36164 - The average 
annual contribution by Indian 
startups to the EPF account 
between the financial year 
2017 and 2020. 

• 112k - The number of EPF 
accounts annually opened by 
Indian startups between the 
financial year 2017 and 2020. 
 

• 4x - The number of times per 
employee EPF contribution 

https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/16/mag-to-esop-or-not-to-esop-for-startups/
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/16/mag-to-esop-or-not-to-esop-for-startups/
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/16/mag-to-esop-or-not-to-esop-for-startups/
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/13/mag-employee-ownership-startup-value-additive/
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/13/mag-employee-ownership-startup-value-additive/
https://allthingstalent.org/2021/10/13/mag-employee-ownership-startup-value-additive/
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*Ola Electric, 
which turned Unicorn last year, 

raised a follow-on funding recently
Source: Venture Intelligence, media reports
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Pravin is leading the People Operations function 
across India at BYJU’S. His role includes planning 
and creating innovation-driven initiatives for 
employees and supporting them with several 

programs for development, training, and personal 
growth. Prior to joining the company, he was a 
technology consultant.

Pravin Prakash
Chief People Officer, BYJU’S

Communication and HR Practices:
ASYNCHRONOUS APPROACH TO 

A PANACEA IN THE TIME 
OF COVID-19 CRISIS
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W hile working from 
home has been 
productive for 

BYJU’S employees, we 
are working towards a 
comprehensive plan of 
action for the future with 
careful consideration 
towards the current 
scenario. Keeping 
employee safety as the 
foremost concern, we see 
the future of work to have 
a mix of both physical and 
remote working, allowing 
teams to unleash their 
creativity and experiment 
with new ways to live, 
learn, work, and play.

How have the employee 
well-being initiatives 
undergone a change at  
BYJU’S in the last two 
years?

Employees are at the core of 
what we do, and we value 
every BYJUite. We have always 
secured our employees’ safety 
and well-being while giving them 
room to thrive. In the last two 
years, we have doubled down 
on fostering an environment in 
which employees feel physically 
and emotionally healthy, safe, and 
supported. Focused on redefining 
the ‘employer-employee’ 
relationship, we ensured that we 
built and sustained an open line of 
communication.

At a policy level, we have 
introduced new employee-
friendly policies and updated 
the existing ones. The recently 
announced employee leave policy 
is a massive upgrade where 
both employees and trainees 

will be able to operate flexibly 
with accommodations for ‘Period 
Leaves’ and Child Care Leaves’. 
We have further strengthened 
our insurance policy with a 
variety of parameters to include 
parents, parents-in-law, siblings, 
and same-gender partners. This 
tailor-made insurance policy is also 
aligned with an app for enhancing 
employees’ experience - unlimited 
free doctor consultations, fitness 
sessions, mindfulness sessions, 
and many more.

To ensure our employees are 
at ease with their new working 
format, we have weaved a holistic 
employee wellness program 
into our existing initiatives with 
the launch of the 'BYJU'S Let's 
Talk' initiative - a 24X7 one-on-
one online counseling platform. 
We also conducted multiple 
workshops on mind management, 
guided meditation, Zumba, yoga, 
fun contests, live sessions, and 
more. By establishing a steady 
communication channel through 

Speaking to All Things Talent, Pravin Prakash, Chief People 

Officer, BYJU’S talks about key shifts in the edtech sector, how 

businesses will continue to witness innovation in the way they 

operate, recruit, enable employee productivity in 2022, and why 

an asynchronous and individual approach to communication and 

HR practices is the need of the hour.
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such activities, employees have 
a sense of a virtual “chai time” 
session, helping them stay 
connected, motivated, positive, and 
feel aligned and engaged with the 
company's vision.

What are the five key 
employee initiatives 
spearheaded by the  
organisation in 2021? Can 
you provide a detailed 
breakdown of those 
initiatives?

In the last 21 months, the way 
we work, function, connect, and 
operate on a day-to-day basis 
continues to transform. This has 
been a learning curve for us, a true 
test of our mettle, and has brought 
to the forefront the importance of 
empathetic leadership more than 
ever.

At BYJU'S, we are focused on 
building a culture of holistic well-
being that encompasses emotional, 
mental, and social aspects of 
employee wellness, supporting 
them to live a balanced and healthy 
life in these challenging times.

including availing period and child 
care leaves.   

 

Period leaves - 

In a step towards creating a fair 
and balanced work culture, all 
women employees at BYJU’S are 
now eligible for a total of 12 period 
leaves in a calendar year. 

Updated childcare leaves- 

We have updated our child care 
leaves, employees with children 
aged up to 12 years are eligible 
for seven leaves annually. The 
leaves can be availed on multiple 
instances and can also be split into 
half-day leaves.   

New maternity leaves  - 

In addition to the 26 weeks of 
paid leave, BYJU’S now offers its 
women employees an additional 
13 weeks of unpaid leave. 

Paternity leaves - 

For new fathers, the number 
of paternity leaves has been 
increased from seven to 15 days. 
This new policy allows new 
parents the assured flexibility and 
security to bond with their children 
in the early years of life.   

Medical requirements: 

To help our employees to the best 
capacity, we have created an INR 
20 Cr CEO fund to enable them 
to cover Covid-related medical 

Enhanced insurance 
policy: 

We recently introduced an 
enhanced and tailor-made health 
insurance policy for our employees 
that covers and further scales 
up focus on their physical and 
psychological well-being. This 
includes benefits like the option to 
choose covers for family members 
i.e. parents, siblings, in-laws, 
and same-gender partners in 
the same plan, unlimited doctor 
consultations, hospital cover, 
fitness sessions, mindfulness 
sessions, mental well-being 
treatments cover, and much 
more.  

New leave policies: 

Our comprehensive leave policies 
have always put BYJUites first. Our 
constant endeavour is to create 
an environment where they are 
valued, supported, and cared for. 
As part of this, we updated our 
employee leave policy this year, 
wherein staff and trainees will be 
able to work in a flexible manner, 
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Just like 2021, the future will also witness an 

enhanced and cohesive relationship between 

employee and employer. Employee well-being 

will be the focal point and organisations 

will come up with creative ways to maintain 

the workforce morale and make them feel 

appreciated and valued.
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innovation in people management, 
engagement, and retention.

I think the Hybrid workplace model 
has allowed people to unleash their 
creativity and experiment with 
new ways to live, learn, work and 
play. With BYJU’S being a digital-
first company, we were able to 
smoothly transition from an offline 
mode to working online. Everyone 
at BYJU’S went above and beyond 
the call of duty to ensure that the 
learning journey of our students 
remained uninterrupted. Unified 
by the mission to positively impact 
the learning journeys of students 
across the globe, our teams 
have been in overdrive mode on 
bringing new innovations to ensure 
seamless learning experiences to 
our students. We even accelerated 
the launch of multiple products 
while working remotely.

However, we understand that 
these new ways of working will 
essentially require a remodeling 
of our existing communication 
infrastructure. A more 
asynchronous and individual 

While 2020 was all 
about enabling work 
from home, 2021 went 
in understanding and 
resolving issues that could 
stem out from remote 
working. What do you 
think the edtech space will 
need to deal with in 2022?

The ecosystem of working has 
evolved tremendously in the last 
year, with automation and tech-
driven solutions enabling HR 
functions to focus on people and 
create impact. Technology has 
changed recruitment for the better 
by providing access to a large 
talent pool and personalising the 
hiring process.

In 2022, we will continue to 
witness immense innovation in the 
way businesses operate, recruit, 
enable employee productivity, 
well-being, and create new 
avenues for collaboration to further 
enhance hybrid workplaces. 
This trend will continue to drive 

expenses for their families and 
themselves. Through this CEO 
fund, each employee can apply for 
reimbursement of up to INR 5 Lakh 
to cover hospitalisation costs for 
themselves and their families.  

Vaccination drives: 

BYJU’S also set up a vaccination 
drive for the 18+ age group. 
To date, 4000+ employees are 
vaccinated. 

Motivational sessions: 

From mandala art, baking, effective 
communication to storytelling 
contests around photography, 
meme-making as well as a virtual 
talent competition called ‘BYJU’s 
Got Talent’, we have been keeping 
our employees engaged to boost 
motivation and morale during 
these uncertain times.

Conducted workshops that shared 
insights on mind management 
along with guided meditation to 
beat stress and anxiety. 

Other sessions on personal, 
financial, and mental well-being to 
connect better with our employees.

While working from home has 
been productive for BYJU’S 
employees, we are working 
towards a comprehensive plan of 
action for the future with careful 
consideration towards the current 
scenario. Keeping employee safety 
as the foremost concern, we see 
the future of work to have a mix of 
both physical and remote working, 
allowing teams to unleash their 
creativity and experiment with new 
ways to live, learn, work, and play.
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approach to communication and 
HR practices will be the need of 
the hour. Businesses will have to 
focus on building powerful teams 
with high-caliber individuals to 
not only create a better system 
but also create genuine intellectual 
property and research. The time for 
disruption is now, and a renewed 
focus on research and technology 
will be the way forward for new-
age businesses.

The tech talent hiring boom 
has been unprecedented 
this year. It has been said 
to be higher than pre-
pandemic levels. In a TOI 
report, it is mentioned 
that BYJU'S is expanding 
to newer geographies 
and looking for targeted 
hirings from IITs. What are 
the special skills you are 
looking for and what has 
been the biggest deciding 
factor in recruiting tech 
talent this year?

At BYJU’S, we are always on the 

potential of a young and inquisitive 
generation.

We are looking at harnessing the 
global talent pool by actively hiring 
a diverse set of candidates in the 
UK, US, and India. By assembling 
a powerful team of high-caliber 
individuals, we aim to make 
technology transparent for the 
user and harness it in a way that 
tech-enabled education can reach 
the largest number of people. 
Additionally, by creating new jobs 
we are creating an exciting and 
fulfilling environment for Machine 
Learning and AI professionals, 
both experienced as well as new 
graduates. Our focus is not just 
about creating a faster or better 
system, but also creating genuine 
intellectual property and cutting-
edge research that can disrupt and 
keep us ahead of the curve.

From a hiring standpoint, we have 
around 25000 plus employees 
and we plan to hire around 3000 
- 4000 people across technical/ 
non-technical roles for both 
mid-level and top management 
positions in the next 6 months. 
Amongst recent leadership hires, 

lookout for the right talent to 
join us in our mission to enable 
students to fall in love with 
learning. We look for people who 
are enthusiastic about their work 
and want to make a difference in 
students' learning outcomes. We 
are a millennial-driven organisation 
with an average employee age 
of 23-24 years, across various 
departments. We're recruiting 
across departments for both 
technical and non-technical 
positions, and we want to keep 
engaging with the untapped 
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Edtech platforms in India have empowered 

Indian teachers to reach out to students across 

the world. For example, BYJU’S Future School 

which caters to students across the USA, UK, 

Australia, Brazil, Indonesia, and Mexico, 

is powered by 12k qualified female teachers 

based in India.
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Just like 2021, the future will also 
witness an enhanced and cohesive 
relationship between employee 
and employer. Employee well-
being will be the focal point and 
organisations will come up with 
creative ways to maintain the 
workforce morale and make them 
feel appreciated and valued.

BYJU’S has been a 
consolidator in the market. 
How do you handle the 
M&A, from the employee 
perspective? What are the 
key checklists you would 
have from the perspective 
of employees pre and post-
acquisition?

Since its inception, everything at 
BYJU’S has been centered around 
the learning needs of students. All 
the companies we have partnered 
with so far have a similar synergy 
as ours and the products are very 
complementary to each other. The 
one question we ask ourselves 
before finalizing any integration is 
whether it will be beneficial for our 
students. Three deciding aspects 
that are vital for any acquisition 
are the complementarity of 
product/technology, alignment of 
vision, and quality of the team. 
As a result, all our acquisitions 
are driven towards either adding 
more subjects, more grades, or 

looking for a job, how 
will employment models 
change in 2022 compared 
to 2021?

With the pandemic bringing 
the importance of working and 
learning online, we have witnessed 
companies shift to a completely 
virtual medium of working. 
Industries are looking for normalcy 
in the extended remote working 
situation in 2022. Some companies 
are also adapting a hybrid model to 
offer flexibility to their workforce. 
Communication and collaboration 
will also be at the core of the 
functioning. Digital technology and 
tools will enable creative ways to 
work, making work more flexible 
and productive for employees. The 
HR cohort will also be amplifying 
technology for recruiting, 
managing, and engaging their 
employees like last year.

we have onboarded some known 
stalwarts from the industry 
like Puneet Bhirani as Senior 
Vice President - Operations, 
Rachna Bahadur as Senior Vice 
President - International Business, 
and Himanshu Bajaj as Head 
of Business - BYJU’S Learning 
Centre, to further help BYJU’S build 
world-class products, teams, and 
partnerships. We are also looking 
at onboarding software engineers 
who are keen on building their 
careers in developing solutions 
that will transform the way people 
learn from their early years to 
professional skills. We also aim to 
bring folks from the IITs and NITs 
into content development and 
academic innovation roles.

With flexibility being 
one of the key criteria for 
many candidates while 
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expansion into more markets.

Partnering with Osmo helped 
us in utilizing augmented reality 
(AR) features to create a variety 
of educational games and create 
engaging, and immersive content 
for students. WhitehatJr fitted 
perfectly into our vision of giving 
students more and getting them 
ready for the future. Aakash 
created a blended learning model, 
wherein Epic provided interactive 
reading. Great Learning and 
Gradeup provided reach in new 
business segments. Through 
all these partnerships, we have 
integrated their hold in technology 
with our teaching capabilities. All 
acquisitions have followed the 
same model and encouraged the 
businesses to be run by individual 
entities.

We have stayed true to our 
business fundamentals and 
worked towards creating an 
ecosystem where entrepreneurs 
can grow and prosper. All our 
acquisitions and partnerships have 
turbocharged the growth and 
the reason behind this is how we 
keep our people independent by 

on-roll employee base 
of the company, across 
departments and 
geographies? What is 
your total employee count 
across countries? How 
much of it is organic 
hiring? What is your hiring 
pipeline in a 1-2 year 
period?

In India from a hiring standpoint, 
we have around 25,000 plus 
employees and we plan to hire 
around 3000 - 4000 people 
across technical/non-technical 
roles for both mid-level and top 
management positions in the next 
6 months.

India cemented its 
offshoring advantage 
during this pandemic. Even 
the massive hiring numbers 
are reflecting this. In the 
context of edtech, how is 
India viewed globally, and 
in hiring in particular?

doing soft integrations. We believe 
in providing them full support to 
foster their efforts with minimal 
interference. Our philosophy 
is to create something with a 
better impact and not bigger. 
Convergence with companies 
helps us strengthen our value 
creation, and increases our 
capabilities and scale.

Could you give some 
overview on the total SP
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To engage the human capital of a company, 

it is important to create a culture of 

accountability. This culture goes a long way 

in motivating employees to do better and 

to maintain best practices. In the wake of 

the pandemic, this form of work culture is 

coming to the forefront.
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create a culture of accountability. 
This culture goes a long way in 
motivating employees to do better 
and to maintain best practices. In 
the wake of the pandemic, this 
form of work culture is coming 
to the forefront. Businesses are 
realising the need for an open and 
transparent line of communication 
with employees. Thus enabling 
them to expect the same form of 
transparency and accountability 
from their employees. Furthermore, 
the future of work will witness HR 
functions as an integrated business 
strategy coming up with newer 
practices and processes with a 
lot of emphasis on the ‘humane’ 
aspect of human resources.

Overall, the future of employment 
looks exciting. We at BYJU’S are 
looking forward to passionate and 
talented individuals joining us in 
this journey.

gig workers? How is 
it for BYJU’S and the 
edtech industry at large? 
As an edtech player, 
what are your skilling 
recommendations for the 
HR industry and those who 
are entering this space?  

The pandemic definitely has 
affected every industry and the 
Indian job market has witnessed 
a complete metamorphosis in 
the last few months. While some 
job descriptions have continued 
some roles have been altered 
with shifting demands. With 
remote working in play, the jobs 
of tomorrow will be talent-driven, 
location agnostic, and tailor-made 
basis skill and specialty.

To engage the human capital 
of a company, it is important to 

2021 has been a fruitful year for 
the edtech sector across the world. 
Though the pandemic disrupted 
the way we live, education was 
one of the sectors with positive 
relevance. Over the last two years, 
we have seen a lot of increased 
interest from the overseas market, 
opening up opportunities for Indian 
players to expand globally.

Edtech platforms in India have 
empowered Indian teachers to 
reach out to students across the 
world. For example, BYJU’S Future 
School which caters to students 
across the USA, UK, Australia, 
Brazil, Indonesia, and Mexico, is 
powered by 12k qualified female 
teachers based in India.

With the higher demands for 
skills such as AI, data analytics, 
and cybersecurity, India has a 
bigger potential to supply what 
the market needs. We feel there 
is a demand for personalised 
and engaging learning content 
all around the world. Though, 
we might need to add a few 
layers to the content to introduce 
cultural sensitivity and context, 
the innate nature of learning 
math and science is universal. 
While the international markets 
are largely product-driven - lack 
of personalisation and one-
on-one peer interaction, Indian 
edtech companies like ours offer 
a personalised and engaging 
learning experience for all the 
students. I think moving forward, 
especially in India, we will also see 
a consolidation within the edtech 
space, companies offering similar 
services will merge and companies 
with niche, unique offerings will 
remain.

Several industries are 
talking about increasing 
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Year of incorporation: 

Market presence: 

Employee count: 

Workforce pie:   
 

Hiring pipeline: 

Any interesting HR 
metric: 

2010

$18 billion

25000

Majority are teachers followed by 
engineers 

3000 - 4000 in 2022

At BYJU’S we have been lucky to have 
women representation in our founding 
team which we believe is our key strength 
and differentiator as well. We have 33 
percent women representation on the 
board, 50 percent representation in 
the top management, and 40 percent 
representation of women overall, across 
levels. 

SNAPSHOT
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Puja provides thought leadership in creating 
innovative human capital strategies and focuses 
on devising cutting-edge high productivity HR 

processes. She is currently leading Total Rewards 
at Happiest Minds and is also an AON certified 
Rewards Professional. 

THE GREAT RETURN: 
TO RENEW EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCES?

Puja Rungta Agarwal
Associate Director - People Practice, Happiest Minds 

Technologies

What Can Leaders Do
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Almost all the industries are 
currently witnessing the churn 
with the great resignation. The 
immediate mitigation plans 
adopted by many companies are 
quick fixes like – ad hoc/interim 
increments, special bonuses, 
other financial perks. For many 
employers, this may be the best 
and the difficult option opted 
by possibly taking a hit on the 
company financials, but is this 
working?

The pandemic has had a major 
impact on humanity and humans. 
After experiencing unprecedented 
life during the pandemic, 
employees are now looking for 
a renewed and revised sense of 
purpose in their work. The need 
for corporate social connections, 
being valued by the organisation 
and managers, alignment with the 
organisation expectations, and 
personal aspirations are some of 
the key factors driving this. They 
want a meaningful connection 
with the organisation which 
not only focuses on providing 
financial benefits but focuses on 
their evolved needs of holistic 

development. The employees are 
realising the true value of their 
skillsets and are not ready to settle 
for less and trying to make way 
for the place that best fits their 
evolved needs.

Employers will have to focus on 
strengthening their relationship 
with employees by actionising 
on the following key influencers 
beyond money which can help 
convert ‘The Great Resignation’ to 
‘The Great Return’:

Care and Compassion: Many 
organisations made an effort to be 
more humane, more empathetic 
towards the workforce during the 
pandemic. This is very crucial in 
strengthening the relationship 
between employer and employee. 
A caring and compassionate 
work environment and leadership 
which supports employees during 
exigencies by their benefits, 
policies, time, and gestures will 
be a focus area for employers to 
retain and attract talent.

Recognition: In the current 
time, recognition is more about 

Today, employees want a meaningful connection with 

the organisation which not only focuses on providing 

financial benefits but focuses on their evolved needs of 

holistic development. The article explores how employers can 

strengthen their relationship with employees and convert 

‘The Great Resignation’ to ‘The Great Return’.
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A caring and 
compassionate 
work environment 

and leadership which 
supports employees during 
exigencies by their benefits, 
policies, time, and gestures 
will be a focus area for 
employers to retain and 
attract talent.
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creating an experience and making 
employees feel valued and relevant 
rather than just rewarding by 
means of available standard tools 
like quarterly all-hands meetings, 
giving hard cash, and so on. 
Organisations will have to focus 
on creating recognition charters 
which will help build a culture 
of recognition which promotes 
not just exemplary contribution 
but also gives due respect and 
recognition to the contribution, 
support, and collaboration during 
the journey.

Collaboration: An effective 
instrument to enhance social 
connections is to create multiple 
channels of collaboration. 
Introducing and promoting 
interdepartmental levels and 
locations, collaborative projects or 
programs provides an opportunity 
to engage and connect with 
people of similar interest. This 
collaboration helps build their 
knowledge, skills, and social 
connections.

Transparency and Trust: This 
is the baseline of any relationship. 
And primarily in the current 
context of remote/hybrid work, 
it is crucial to practice this on a 
day-to-day basis by the leadership 
and managers to sustain the 
values of fairness and equality. 
Many organisations who were 
very transparent about the 
company’s growth and employee’s 
future during the beginning of 
the pandemic, their employees 
appreciated the transparency 
and voluntarily offered pay cuts, 
increment cuts, etc. In the year 
2022 also, organisations will have 
to create multiple communication 
channels for leadership and 
managers to effectively lead by 
example.

silver lining. Reflect, rebound, and 
renew - starting with a focus on 
the relational aspects of work that 
people have missed the most.

The great resignation may continue 
to stay or may get worse before 
it gets better, yet this provides 
us an opportunity to explore the 

Year of incorporation: 

Market presence: 

CAGR of employee 
growth: 

Employee count: 

Workforce pie:  
 

Hiring pipeline: 

Business operation:  
 
 
 
 
 

Interesting HR 
metric:

SNAPSHOT

2011

US, Europe, ANZ, Middle East, India

25 percent over FY21-24 

3796

(In FY22Q2) 182 on-site and 3796 off-
shore; 79.7 percent utilisation and 26.1 
percent women

300 tech workforce to be added in 
Q2FY22, Q3FY22, and FY23

Next-gen Digital Transformation, 
Infrastructure, Security and Product 
Engineering Services Company operating 
in IoT, DevOps & RPA, Software Defined 
Networking, Big Data and Advanced 
Analytics, Blockchain, Cloud, BPM & 
Integration, and Security.

26.1 percent women, highest in all years
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Sriharsha Achar has 34+ years of HR experience 
in several industries such as manufacturing, 
pharmaceuticals, electronics, IT/ITES, health 
insurance, and healthcare. He has earlier held 

senior HR Leadership positions at Apollo Hospitals 
Group, Apollo Munich Health Insurance, 
Xchanging Technologies (now DXC), America 
Online, First Ring India, and AstraZeneca.

Sriharsha Achar
Joint ED & CHRO, Star Allied Health Insurance Co Ltd.

digital in sales,

STAR HEALTH ON BUILDING PAN INDIA  
TALENT POOL, AND GOING ALL

CLAIMS AND HIRING
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I n the last two years, a 
lot of experimentation 
was done. Many 

processes that were manual 
or semi-automatic were set 
aside to be digitised. That 
is leading to the tech boom 
within the organisation. 
Since an organisation 
cannot have all the skill 
sets in terms of technology, 
work is outsourced and 
that’s why you are seeing 
the tech boom.

What is fuelling this huge 
tech talent hiring that has 
possibly impacted every 
sector?
It resonates with our organisation 
as well. Remote working has led to 
many new requirements, changing 
needs, migration to the cloud, 
spending on data security, a lot of 
demand for online services, be it 
HR or any other department. From 
the insurance company’s point 
of view, we wanted to provide a 
facility where customers can load 
their claims requirements directly 
through their mobile handsets or 
PCs. In the last two years, a lot of 
experimentation was done. Many 
processes that were manual or 
semi-automatic were set aside to 
be digitised. That is leading to the 
tech boom within the organisation. 
Since an organisation cannot 
have all the skill sets in terms of 
technology, work is outsourced 
and that’s why you are seeing the 
tech boom.

How crucial is tech hiring 
for Star Health and Allied 

Insurance in terms of 
growth prospects?
At Star Health, we want to simplify 
the processes of selling, policy 
updates, and claims being paid 
out to the person. It’s true that 
in the last 20 months there has 
been an uptake in health insurance 
policies, primarily because of two 
things. One is fear and the second 
is awareness. The combination 
of both is making people take 
insurance covers. But what 
remains debatable is which is 
the adequate cover. People have 
run up to crores of rupees due to 
Covid alone. Having said that, if 
you see the market now, it has 
slowly come down again because 
the fear has receded. Even after 
all that and given the size of the 
country populace, only 35 percent 
are covered by some kind of 
insurance. 65 percent of people 
still pay out of their pockets. So 
yes, in terms of last year’s growth, 
May-June-July saw an excess of 
50 percent. It slowly came down 
to 30-35 percent and then again 
shot up during the second wave. 
Now it has plateaued. Both sales 
and claims are now enabled by 

In a conversation with All Things Talent, Sriharsha Achar, 

Joint ED & CHRO, Star Health and Allied Insurance, which 

went public recently, shares his insights on the tech hiring, 

ESOPs and the back-to-work process for the firm.
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technology and that’s where the 
boom is witnessed in our company.

Could you give some 
overview of your existing 
tech talent base? How is 
Star Health attracting tech 
talent?
We were a small technology team 
a year ago but today we are 140 
people. We were only about 70-80 
people last year. At the end of the 
day, for Star Health, we look for 
people who have both technology 
and domain backgrounds. So 
getting such people from the 
industry has become a challenge. 
Plus, an IT guy would want to work 
for an IT company. All said and 
done, Star Health is a traditional 
organisation. It’s a very family 
value-based organisation and it is 
based in Chennai. The tech talent 
is available outside of Chennai. So 
expecting them to relocate was a 
challenge. But now we have made 
a few modifications and offered 
flexible options to the IT guys. 
So our dropout ratio has reduced 
drastically in the last two months. 
It’s better than the industry where 
it is said that 50 percent of the 
people drop out. Once a person 
considers looking out, the offers 
escalate continuously to 60-70 
percent which is now the average 
in the industry. It’s a bubble in the 
present context and we don’t know 
when it will burst.

How long do you think this 
bubble will last?
I will give it about 12 months. 
In the late 2022, it will stabilise, 
the reason being many of the 
projects would have taken off or 
been completed. That’s why you 
are seeing so many organisations 

from all these swift hirings 
which is noticeable at 
present?
When the bubble bursts, some 
might be left high and dry. 
Especially people earning in 
higher brackets, they will face a 
bigger problem. But it will stabilise 
eventually.

If you have to identify a 
few skills in terms of tech 
hiring, what would be 
those?
One is architecture, then data 
engineering, data security, 
testers, and digital innovation. IT 
implements but you need someone 
who knows which sections to 
digitise and how to do so. I see this 
booming for at least the next 3-5 
years. 

What has been the back-
to-work process for 
Star Health and Allied 
Insurance?
During the pandemic, as per the 
Government guidelines, people 
came in whenever they were 
required. Everything was enabled 
over a period of time. Star Health 
had started taking the pre-
pandemic actions from February 
2020 itself. Wherever possible, 
people are working from home. It 
has given more flexible options. 
Our sales agents are obviously on 
the field as even today one has 
to connect with the agents and 
consumers directly. We have a lot 
of presence in the rural areas. Out 
there, except for WhatsApp or 
TikTok, they don’t have access to a 
lot of apps.

I see more playgrounds emerging. 
30 percent want to work from the 

rushing to hire people. If they are 
freshers, it will take some time to 
train them.

How was the hiring in the 
last two years and what 
happens to it in the next 
year?
Over the last seven months, we 
have hired about 1700 people 
across levels. When I joined a 
year ago, our HR team was about 
25 people, today we are 40. The 
employee strength was around 
12000, today we are 14000 
people, excluding the agents. 
We didn’t have a presence in the 
zones, so we worked on that. Now 
even the zones are expanding. So 
we are planning to have one HRBP 
per zone. We have 20 zones, so 
will have 20 HRBPs. Currently, it’s 
only 9. So that will go up in the 
period of next six-eight months. 
Luckily for us, our attrition is much 
better than the industry. So we 
are able to latch on and retain the 
majority of the population.

What was the role of tech 
in the hiring processes?
The only thing that changed 
was the interviews were done in 
video mode instead of personal 
ones. We took a risk because you 
never know when somebody will 
masquerade as someone else on a 
video call, particularly when they 
don’t put on the video. In terms 
of onboarding, everything was in 
physical copy. Today you have to 
fill up a lot of forms, especially in 
terms of statutory compliances and 
things like PF, nominees. All that 
went online.

What could be that one 
trend that would emerge 
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it’s about one month. Every five 
years one can withdraw a certain 
percentage. At retirement, the 
balance can be withdrawn.

Our average age in the workforce 
is 37 years old. We have started 
making NPS popular. At the end of 
one’s service, the person gets an 
annuity or money as a corpus.

position, and longevity in the 
company.

We also have a policy called 
goodwill gesture, a form of LTIP. 
For the lowest level, it is the three 
months salary that gets credited to 
a virtual account in the name of the 
employee, mid-level it’s about two 
months while at the senior level, 

office while another 30 percent 
prefer to work from home. Then 
there is ‘phygital’ which looks for 
flexibility. The fourth category 
will be the gig workers. That’s 
how many organisations will be 
impacted. Now the management 
techniques for each of these 
playgrounds will also change. I 
have seen many managers failing 
to deal with the team remotely. 
The techniques they employed 
before might not work anymore.

Star Health has a lot of 
rural presence, as you 
mentioned. So what is the 
hiring strategy that you 
employ for such pockets? Is 
it mostly through referrals?
Yes, referrals are one channel 
that we use. Almost 90 percent 
of people are hired through 
references as it makes it easy and 
the process gets simplified a lot. 
We also make sure that we train 
a lot of people to become agents. 
IC-38 agents are going to be 
our agents. The health industry 
gets some benefits from having 
agents from other sections of the 
insurance industry. You can have 
your own agents too and we are 
hiring them in large numbers 
making sure they pass the test

. 

What are the retention 
policies of Star Health and 
Allied Insurance? Are there 
any ESOP advantages?
ESOP has been offered to 4000 
people. Initially, it was offered to 
200 which kept increasing over 
the years. This year we decided 
to include the lowest level best 
performing sales manager. It was 
a combination of performance, 
tenure, the criticality of the 
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Year of incorporation: 
 
 
 
 
 

Market presence:  
 
 
 

Employee count:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Workforce pie:  

Business operation: 

Star Health and Allied Insurance 
Company Limited commenced its 
operations in 2006 as India’s first 
Standalone Health Insurance Company 
(Source: CRISIL Research) dealing in retail 
health, group health, personal accident, 
and overseas travel insurance.

We are and continue to be the largest 
private health insurer in India with a 
market share of 15.8 percent based on 
gross written premium in the Indian 
health insurance market in fiscal 2021.

As of September 30, 2021, we have 
13,902 permanent employees with 
an average age of 37.5 years, with 
5.01 percent of our employees in mid-
management or above. In addition, 
as of March 31, 2021, we had the 
highest number of senior management 
personnel of any stand-alone health 
insurance based on the average years 
of total experience, according to CRISIL 
Research. 

Sales 8,420; Underwriting 1,691; Claims 
735; Accounts 98; Others 2,958.

We have been providing health insurance 
products to individuals, families, and 
corporates directly and through various 
channels including agents, brokers, 
corporate agent banks, and online 
channels like our website, interactive 
applications, web aggregators, etc.
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Ritu Moira, CHRO, Duroflex is a seasoned HR 
professional with a career spanning over 15 years 
across global and Indian companies with sectors 
like manufacturing, FMCG, IT, and startup. She 

specialises in Talent Acquisition & Management, 
Compensation, Budgeting and has worked in 
companies like Cadbury, Wipro, IBM, and Carrier 
Corporation. 

Ritu Moitra
CHRO, Duroflex India

"Power Napping”

DUROFLEX ON BUILDING SLEEP SANCTUARIES 
FOR TALENT, AND EMBRACING

AS PART OF THE JOB
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T his segment is 
growing strong 
in India. When 

you go to engineering 
colleges, people prefer 
chemistry as the last option 
unless they are a fan of the 
subject. This industry needs 
chemical engineers. When 
this category starts growing 
rapidly, you will realise 
that the tech institutes 
of the country are not 
churning enough chemical 
engineers.

With many startups 
springing up in the 
mattress category in 
the last couple of years, 
how do you ensure that 
Duroflex is the employer of 
choice?

We never play the one-upmanship 
role. We are just like the others. 
If we have to compare, we have 
Kurlon, Sleepwell, and others and 
they have been for a while. We 
have been in the business for 50+ 
years. Yes, there are newcomers 
like Wakefit, SleepyCat, and 
others. But they have a different 
perception for the consumers and 
offer different propositions. At the 
end of the day, from an employee 
perspective, if they get a good 
environment, feel appreciated 
and cared for, then there is no 
difference between a new-age and 
old-age company.

Do you continue to have 
a startup culture in the 

industry?

I don’t think there’s anything called 
a startup culture or a traditional 
culture anymore. The work culture 
is becoming more open and 
uniform.

For the new companies 
entering the market, 
Duroflex presents a 
potential pool for talent 
acquisition. How do 
you address that? What 
about the attrition rates 
in the industry and the 
organisation?

Fortunately, we don’t have a large 
challenge with attrition. Within 
the industry also, there isn’t a 
high amount of poaching. When 
a new entrant joins the market, 
they are creating a new pool for a 
segment of employees. Actually, 
everybody knows everybody in 
this industry because for some 

In an exclusive interview with All Things Talent, Ritu 

Moira, CHRO, Duroflex shares how the company seeks to 

be an employer of choice amidst the gold rush in the mattress 

industry in India, and interesting employee initiatives like ‘a 

nap while on the job’ at the company.
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we would be the foam suppliers. 
There are professional forums 
where CEOs meet. There’s a kind 
of tacit understanding that if we 
poach aggressively from each 
other, we will lose the game. 
There’s a respectful distance 
unless someone approaches for 
a particular role. The industry is 
growing at a fast pace because 
70 percent of the market is 

I can also hire from FMCG as the 
person will know my SEM (search 
engine marketing) well. What has 
changed for us is that though it is a 
sleepy segment of the market and 
nobody cares what’s beneath the 
bedsheet, this segment is picking 
up. Four-five years from now, we 
might become a hot segment for 
talent. For now, it is the consumer 
awareness phase and soon talent 
awareness will grow too. People 
don’t even know they can have a 
career in this industry as a foamer. 
Till I joined, I wasn’t aware of a 
profession named foamer which 
is a highly sought-after role in the 
industry.

Could you please give an 
overview of the talent 
requirement of the 
industry?

We already have 3000 employees 
as of now. It’s a labour-intensive 
process, similar to the garment 
industry. On the retail side, 

unorganised. There is enough room 
for everybody to play.

This industry is a bit different from 
IT, FMCG, FMCD, etc. In terms of 
the talent war, I would still say it is 
in the sleepy category. The beauty 
of this category is that it can hire 
from any segment. I can hire an IT 
person because we are trying to be 
digitally savvy. On the other hand, 

At the corporate office, there’s a lot of 

freedom that employees have been offered. 

We don’t have an attendance policy and 

employees can work from anywhere. 

Moving on, we would like to introduce a 

space where people can take a nap while 

on the job. We are moving to a new office 

where we have a designated place where 

people will go and sleep.
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talent attraction, employee 
and candidate experience. 
What have you observed in 
that regard?

In terms of employee attraction, 
it has definitely helped us. It has 
helped us to fortify our national 
identity. We did a music intellectual 
property launch event on reviving 
the art of lullabies in India with 
Kalki Koechlin and India's top 6 
singers. Contrary to earlier, people 
who I meet now have heard of the 
brand and know us well. It has 
positively influenced employee 
recognition and has helped us 
attract talent as well.

Are there any interesting 
employee initiatives that 
you have undertaken 
recently?

At the corporate office, there’s a lot 
of freedom that employees have 
been offered. We don’t have an 
attendance policy and employees 

certification. That’s like a verdict 
from the employees that they enjoy 
working here. We are thinking of 
wealth creation through various 
means like stock options which will 
strengthen our retention program, 
all from the invested funds. We will 
roll it out by April next year.

There are reports of 
exports getting doubled 
soon. Would it also require 
overseas hiring?

We will not be doing overseas 
hiring immediately at least for 
some time. In this market, you 
work with an overseas agent. They 
know the market, the purchaser on 
the other side. That’s the model the 
mattress industry typically follows.

Alia Bhatt recently came 
on board as the brand 
ambassador for Duroflex. 
Does the celebrity 
ambassador also help in 

experience centers are there which 
require a good sales-force.

Are there any interesting 
new roles being introduced 
in the last few years in the 
category?

This segment is growing strong in 
India. When you go to engineering 
colleges, people prefer chemistry 
as the last option unless they are 
a fan of the subject. This industry 
needs chemical engineers. When 
this category starts growing 
rapidly, you will realise that the 
tech institutes of the country are 
not churning enough chemical 
engineers. In the future, we will 
definitely face some challenges 
because of that. This is a very 
niche role and is at the heart of the 
manufacturing segment for this 
mattress industry. Any mattress 
company should have a team of 
foamers depending on the scale. 
A young company might have 
one or two foamers per factory, a 
larger organisation will have 20-25 
foamers. These are just indicative 
numbers. So, there is a shortage 
of foamers and they command the 
price in this segment.

Duroflex recently received 
funding from Norwest 
Venture Partners. What 
is HR’s role in such 
fundraising activities? How 
much of this investment 
impacts the hiring 
ambitions or spendings 
on the people-side of the 
organisation?
Just before the investment, we 
bagged the ‘Great Place To Work’ 
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can work from anywhere. Moving 
on, we would like to introduce a 
space where people can take a nap 
while on the job. We are moving 
to a new office where we have a 
designated place where people will 
go and sleep.

We use certain sleep monitoring 
apps and even gift them to the 
employees to capture their own 
sleep data. The new joinees get 
that device as a part of their 
welcome kit. Although it’s too early 
to say, we are planning to have 
a learning and training room that 
will look like a sleep sanctuary to 
educate anybody who walks into 
the office.

How can the employees at the 
retail outlets and factories avail it
Our sleep talks are open to 
anybody and everybody. We are 
bringing up another L&D session 
where retail shop employees will 
be made aware of Matt Walker’s 
book titled ‘Why Do We Sleep: 
Unlocking the Power Of Sleep 
and Dreams’. So, when customers 
walk into a retail outlet, retail shop 
employees aren’t just showing 
the mattresses but also asking 
them about their sleep patterns. 
The person will appear like a 
subject-matter expert. So, we are 
trying to percolate it across the 
organisation. We are currently 
researching sleep and running 
models, but we are not opening 
any external agency. On the 
factory side, we are starting with 
something like ‘right posture’ as 
most of the time they are standing. 
Still, a lot of work needs to be done 
at the factory level.

We have doctors in our panel who 

tech where it can be used.

Duroflex has huge 
expansion plans for the 
coming years. How much 
of that extends to the 
people and talent side?

We look for sleep evangelists 
and customer-driven people. We 
will definitely like to be a day 1 
company on campuses. We would 
also like to retain people who have 
been with our company for a long 
time. At the factory level, we will 
hire a lot of skilled and unskilled 
labour. That’s the place where we 
can have a make-in-India initiative. 
From rural areas, we will attract 
talent and give them their first 
jobs. We are looking at a 20-30 
percent increase over the current 
manpower count. Largely it will be 
retail and factories where we will 
be hiring most of the people.

are sleep specialists. We have a 
policy where if an employee has 
a book related to work or sleep, it 
is billed to the organisation. We 
are building up our own modules 
around it.

You mentioned that in 
the next four-five years, 
this category will be a hot 
segment. How are you 
ensuring that you have 
certain practices in place 
to ensure getting the right 
talent?

Maybe a tie-up with colleges and 
universities to introduce learning 
modules around foaming that’s 
where the heart of the industry 
rests. These are done to attract 
very young talent. If we become 
more digital in the outlook, we will 
be able to get more people. I would 
rather hire niche profiles and use 

Year of incorporation: 

Market presence: 

CAGR of employee 
growth: 

Employee count: 

Business operation: 

1963

Pan India

20.35 percent over 4 years 

3000

Duroflex is one of India’s leading sleep 
solutions brands with over five decades 
of expertise in manufacturing research-
backed innovative mattresses and sleep 
accessories.
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Ganesh has close to 20 years of rich experience 
in managing and setting up global teams, startups, 
analytics & innovation labs, and driving cultural 
transformation initiatives across geographies. 

Currently, his HR team is based out of India, 
the US, Mexico, Brazil, Singapore, and China - 
partnering with a near 2000+ strong global team, 
across 25+ countries.

WITH A SEAT AT THE TABLE

 A CRITICAL ROLE IN GROWTH, 

Ganesh S
Global CHRO, Emeritus & Eruditus

Eruditus’ HR plays
HIRING AND OVERALL BUSINESS STRATEGY
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T he reason why 
we're based in 
so many different 

countries is our approach 
to talent acquisition: We 
hire the very best, and 
only the very best, of 
talent, regardless of their 
location. Our process 
is rigorous, serious, and 
comprehensive. We hire 
not just for skills but also 
mission and culture fit.

It’s rare for HR to drive business 
decisions, especially at a startup. 
But at Emeritus, uniquely, HR has 
a seat at the table whenever a 
decision is being made, whether 
that's expanding to a new 
geography, or onboarding A+ 
talent, or coming up with creative 
solutions to business challenges.

It’s been a busy year for our HR 
team as we have rapidly expanded 
while simultaneously developing 
critical initiatives to support our 
team and their families during a 
global pandemic. 

Three years ago we had 280 
people, almost all based in India. 
Today we are 2,098 people based 
in 20+ countries. That team 
growth has allowed the business 
to grow at a breakneck pace.

At Emeritus, we believe that 
education has the power to 
transform lives. Our team is united 
by our mission: To make world-
class education accessible globally. 
To do this, we partner with 
top-tier universities, work with 
world-renowned faculty to create 

programs across a multitude of 
topics and bring them to students 
worldwide. With courses available 
in English, Spanish, Portuguese, 
Mandarin, and Arabic, our learner 
base is truly global. We have 
impacted more than 250,000 lives 
to date; working with students 
in more than 120 countries, 
collaborating with more than 60 
universities. 

Given our rapid growth, HR has 
played a critical role in shaping 
our global business. Our strategic 
priority of onboarding A+ talent 
globally has been central to this. 
However, in a larger perspective, 
the role of HR is about leading 
strategic decisions that are 
people-first.

 
We Turn Our Values 
into Action
There are two ways to onboard 
talent—you can buy or build it. 
We of course go to the open 
marketplace, attract the best 
people, and bring them on board. 

The HR function has become an integral part of 

organisations today and empowered HR teams are capable 

of delivering systems and practices that offer a significant 

competitive advantage. In this article, we understand how 

HR has played a critical role in shaping global business at 

Emeritus. 
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But we also believe in building 
talent. High-quality talent is 
sometimes difficult to find, and 
most scarce.

One of the ways that we’ve gone 
about finding people for niche-
skilled roles is by the creation of 
our Instructional Design Academy. 
The aim of the Instructional Design 
Academy is to bridge the gap 
between those who want to join 
the online learning revolution and 
the dearth of professional training 
available in India.

Instructional design is a specialised 
skill set in huge demand right 
now as our business grows 
rapidly across the globe, but 
there is no formal instruction for 
it in universities in India. Emeritus 
created this training program to 
cultivate talent in an area where 
there is currently no professional 
training.

The idea for the Academy was 
conceived by HR as we faced 
a talent shortage.  We recruit 
students with potential, but 
no formal training, in several 
key areas, from quant skills to 

It’s a strong model for the rest of 
the business for how we can build 
and bring on strong talent through 
our own initiatives.

The program will scale slowly 
to maintain quality. There’s no 
barrier to entry. In that way, our 
Instructional Design Academy 
furthers Emeritus’ mission – 
creating opportunities where 
there currently is none, changing 
lives, and building a pathway to 
professional success and financial 
mobility.

It’s not just an internal strategy: 
People who are not onboarded can 
take roles in other organisations. 
That, for us, is a great contribution 
to society and the market.

And when your mission truly drives 
your business and vice versa, that 
result is a win.

 

We Hire Diverse A+ 
Talent that Attracts 
Top-Notch Partners
The reason why we're based in 
so many different countries is our 
approach to talent acquisition: 

communications. Students learn 
the science and art of Instructional 
Design from Emeritus’ industry 
experts, with hands-on exercises, 
courses that focus on eLearning 
and training to prepare them for a 
new career. Program participants 
will be paid a stipend as they build 
skills and create opportunities. Our 
team will train aspiring candidates 
and offer them instructional 
designer roles in the organisation 
post-course completion. In the end, 
students are evaluated for internal 
roles at Emeritus and onboarded. 

Most central to our success is empowerment. Each 

team manager is given the autonomy to make 

decisions. There’s no bureaucracy requiring a few 

hours’ wait because a decision-maker is in another 

time zone. Individual managers can reward their 

own teams. The company has its own programs, but 

we’ve also empowered managers to recognise team 

members and performers across the globe.
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1,000 employees and their family 
members and friends in India.

A large part of last year's back-
end growth stagnated. But when 
things opened up somewhere 
around May of this year, we 
started hiring. We ended the last 
academic year with about 1,200 
people. From that point on, we 
added 800 people in five months. 
That includes about 150 people 
whom we backfilled because of 
attrition.

We were explicit when the 
pandemic hit us, saying that our 
number one priority was not 
revenue or costs. It was the health 
and safety of our team members 
and their families across the 
globe. We did that in letter, spirit, 
and still follow it, and our team is 
reciprocating in kind.

top-rated resources. Our attrition 
globally stands at a very healthy 
16 percent. People stuck with us 
when they possibly had better 
offers in hand in the market 
because we believe in our people 
and we take care of our people.

In March 2020, when the pandemic 
started, Emeritus was 615 people. 
Our classroom business went close 
to zero, which put us under heavy 
stress. But we remained extremely 
people-friendly: We made no 
severances and cut no salaries. 
We not only stuck by our team; 
we also enhanced benefits and 
insurances, increased Covid leave 
so people could take more time 
in countries that were affected, 
went completely virtual, and 
provided home office infrastructure 
support. We vaccinated close to 

We hire the very best, and 
only the very best, of talent, 
regardless of their location.  Our 
process is rigorous, serious, and 
comprehensive. We hire not just 
for skills but also mission and 
culture fit.

Our diversity is a large strength 
and is a testament to the way 
we’ve gone about working with A+ 
talent regardless of the location. 
Our talent spans races, languages, 
physical abilities, sexualities, and 
genders. Our employee base 
reflects our customer base, and 
that’s how we serve our customers 
better—by making our decisions 
more inclusive, stronger, and more 
strategic.

Because Engagement 
and Culture Thrive, 
Retention is Strong
Most central to our success 
is empowerment. Each team 
manager is given the autonomy 
to make decisions. There’s no 
bureaucracy requiring a few hours’ 
wait because a decision-maker is 
in another time zone. Individual 
managers can reward their own 
teams. The company has its 
own programs, but we’ve also 
empowered managers to recognise 
team members and performers 
across the globe. About 21 percent 
of our existing team took on larger 
roles last year.

Our rapid growth, even as the 
great resignation rages, is a 
testament to these strategies at 
work.

 Despite that resignation wave 
that’s hitting the world right 
now, across the globe, we’ve 
only lost about 6 percent of our 
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Year of incorporation: 

Market presence: 

CAGR of employee 
growth: 

Workforce pie:  
 
 

Hiring pipeline: 
 

What plans for `Back 
to Office’:  

Business operation: 
 

Interesting HR 
metric: 

2015

Global students in 120 countries

Tripled our employee base by 300 percent 
in the last 2 years

2098 split across sales (50 percent), 
marketing (10 percent), customer service 
(10 percent), technology (15 percent), 
and support (15 percent)

To hire 500 roles globally in the next 3 
months, of which 350 will be in India

We are now operating a global virtual 
organisation (will continue work from 
home for the near future)

Digitising high-quality executive 
education

50 percent female, 49 percent male, and 
1 percent non-binary gender

SNAPSHOT
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Satyajit Mohanty comes with 20 years of broad 
experience in Human Resources, having worked 
across an array of areas in the HR field including 
M&A, talent and rewards, HR business partner, 

employee relations, and HR process innovation. 
He comes with a broad consumer background as 
he worked with large organisations such as ITC, 
Coca-Cola, and Nestle.

Satyajit Mohanty
Vice President - HR, Crompton Greaves Consumer Electricals

Leadership:
THE NEW GENRE IN 

HR IN INDIAN CONSUMER 
DURABLES INDUSTRY
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F rom a talent 
perspective, I have 
not observed any 

breakthrough thought 
process in the last five 
years. For example, let's 
say how do you revisit the 
HR processes and practices 
deeper in line with your 
digital transformation? I 
have not observed those 
practices in the last couple 
of years in our industry. It 
seems to be one of those 
industries that try to do 
the basic stuff pretty well, 
instead of going high tech.

Can you give us some 
background in terms 
of the entire industry, 
like consumer durables, 
consumer manufacturing 
as an industry, from the 
point of view of workforce 
talent?

Unlike FMCG, we don't have 
a well-developed network of 
HR managers in the consumer 
durable industry because it's a 
mix of professional companies 
and family-run companies. But 
I’m saying this from what I have 
understood from interaction with 
employees, media stories, etc. 
So I put a caveat there about my 
understanding of the durable 
industry. It is an industry which 
is fragmented in nature. Many of 
them are family-run businesses 
where the exchange of HR data 
is not prevalent and the practices 
are very different. I'm talking 
about HR practices related to the 
consumer durables industry, like 

the electrical consumer industry, in 
which primarily the major players, 
we being one major player, in the 
industry are Havells, Bajaj, Orient, 
Signify, etc. So one thing which 
outlines this industry is that it is 
doing very well in the Covid times. 
Not just us, but most of our major 
competition has been doing well 
in terms of growth and market 
growth. When Covid started, 
quite a few organisations went 
into a situation of downsizing and 
salary reductions in the industry. 
However, all these things were 
reversed sometime in October last 
year, when the Covid situation 
improved drastically, the salary 
cuts which had been enforced 
were restored, and of late, there 
has been a lot of hiring happening 
in the industry.

We are one of the few players in 
our industry who probably did not 
go for any downsizing last year. 
We did not lay off a single person, 
not even contractual manpower. 
Secondly, there was no reduction 

Talking to All Things Talent, Satyajit Mohanty, VP - HR, 

Crompton Greaves Consumer Electricals Limited shares his 

insights on HR practices related to the consumer durables 

industry, hiring goals, articulating EVP, and policy changes at 

Crompton Greaves done in the last one and a half years amid 

Covid.
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in the salaries of employees. 
In fact, we went overboard in 
improving the benefits, driving 
a host of employee engagement 
activities, training, etc. Thirdly, 
while many other companies were 
downsizing and reducing employee 
numbers, we significantly 
increased the employee headcount 
by creating an entirely new 
channel of hiring. I think it was one 
of the highest in the industry. 

So, these are some of the broad 
trends, which I've seen in the 
last one and a half years in our 
industry. Again, this is anecdotal 
data because we have not done 
concrete benchmarking, but we 
compare notes. 

You highlighted the 
family-run business which 
is also an interesting 
factor because with many 
employees working from 
home, the priority for 

promoters and what were 
some tech disruptions that 
happened in the industry?

There have been some companies 
that have introduced progressive 
employee benefits programs 
like the enhancement of medical 
benefits. But by all accounts, the 
kind of policy changes we have 
done in the last one and a half 
years during Covid seems to be a 
cut above the rest. I have a lot of 
employees from other companies 
who come and join us. We do get 
feedback from them and I'm talking 
in terms of HR policy changes. 
For example, during Covid-19, we 
doubled and tripled our medical 
and associated benefits. Not 
that you won't find many people 
who will fall in the same bracket 
as we do. However, every time 
there are policy changes we try 
to informally find out what policy 
is prevailing among the biggest 
competition. What I've seen is 
that we are slightly ahead of them 
in terms of changing policies. For 
example, recently, we changed 
the car policy. We enhanced the 

HR has also increased 
in the last two years. 
A family-run business 
might not have this kind 
of importance given to 
this particular segment. 
How did the perspectives 
change among the 
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If I look at the talent landscape from three 

or four years  ago, 90 percent of the talent 

movement would happen between the industry 

and within the industry. However, in the last 

two to three years, some significant shift 

is happening. For example, a lot of people 

we hire are not from our industry right 

now. Many of our competitors have become 

much more open to hiring people from other 

industries.
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will have to comply. That way the 
local branch also benefits from 
global practices. Therefore, I don't 
think any breakthrough in terms 
of innovation can be expected 
from this segment as all are Indian 
companies.

You mentioned most of 
the companies that are 
working in this space are 
Indian, so what happens to 
the talent pool? Is there too 
much tug-of-war?

Yes, indeed. There are two things. 
If I look at the talent landscape 
from three or four years  ago, 90 
percent of the talent movement 
would happen between the 
industry and within the industry. 
However, in the last two to three 
years, some significant shift is 
happening. For example, a lot of 
people we hire are not from our 
industry right now. Many of our 
competitors have become much 
more open to hiring people from 
other industries. Three years back 
nobody would even think about 
hiring a territory manager or a 

years to the coming 2-3 years, yes, 
they will start using more data. 
They will try to make processes 
more robust. But my take is, it was 
incremental in nature in the last 
two to three years. It will put HR 
talent as a different genre. This has 
been the trend for a long time in 
the industry but has not leveraged 
the trend significantly. 

Think of it, how do you use 
data in talent assessment? Very 
few organisations are using 
psychometric tests or big data in 
those fields. India is not a world 
leader in terms of applying state-
of-the-art practices in HR, from 
a digital perspective. We look 
toward China or America for state-
of-the-art practices in HR talent 
management. Since most of our 
companies are Indian companies, 
our horizon to that extent becomes 
much more limited because we 
don't benefit from global practices. 

Let's take the example of Unilever. 
Its local management may not be 
very forward-thinking in terms 
of talent, but since they have to 
adhere to global standards as 
the company is a global one, they 

benefit by almost 40 to 50 percent. 
Our productivity per employee is 
the highest in the industry at this 
point.

Can you give a number 
about your particular 
company in terms of the 
workforce?

There are approximately 5000 
employees. 3000 odd would be 
at the factories. We have seven 
different manufacturing locations 
- two in Goa, one in Ahmednagar, 
one in Baroda, and three in Baddi. 
About 3000 employees, both 
direct and indirect, are distributed 
among them, the balance is 
distributed primarily in sales and 
other functions. Sales should be 
approximately 1000 employees. 
The balance would be the other 
functions.

In 2022, where do you 
see these trends leading 
to? And do you predict 
anything that hasn’t 
happened yet? But you 
see things brewing 
somewhere?

From a talent perspective, I have 
not observed any breakthrough 
thought process in the last five 
years. For example, let's say how 
do you revisit the HR processes 
and practices deeper in line with 
your digital transformation? I have 
not observed those practices in 
the last couple of years in our 
industry. It seems to be one of 
those industries that try to do the 
basic stuff pretty well, instead of 
going high tech. If I extrapolate 
this thought process of the last 6-7 
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frontline guy from the telecom 
sector, but right now, everyone 
from our industry has opened 
up to the possibilities of hiring 
people from other industries like 
FMCG, telecom, etc. So, within the 
industry talent movements have 
gradually come down.

Has that significantly 
increased the attrition 
rates also, in the industry?

Starting from April last year, there 
has been sizeable downsizing 
or freezing of recruitment in the 
industry for at least six to eight 
months. Now that everybody's 
hiring, attrition is going up. How 
much it has gone up for the other 
organisations is largely anecdotal 
data because most companies in 
our space don't share the data with 
the competition.

Any employee practices 
that you would like to 

brand itself. However, we don’t 
have an articulated employee value 
proposition even though we have 
been there for the last seven years 
in the industry, doing business 
extremely well. For the first time, 
in the company's history, we have 
articulated EVP for the employees. 
It is around three topics, one is 
ensuring the growth of employees 
to transform Crompton and 
innovate. We grow employees by 
giving them the empowerment to 
transform and innovate Crompton. 
So, the keywords here are - growth 
and empowerment. The second 
is transformation and growth 
through innovation. We may not 
boast of a state-of-the-art talent 
management system like some 
of the world-class companies, 
but what we know is that we are 
best at growing employees by 
giving them empowerment and 
autonomy.

You mentioned that you 
are also hiring now since 
things have opened up. 

introduce in the coming 
year that would increase 
your employer branding 
initiatives?

Employer branding is an area of 
opportunity for us. We have a very 
strong brand in terms of products 
and people get attracted to our 
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Employer branding is an area of opportunity 

for us. We have a very strong brand in 

terms of products and people get attracted 

to our brand itself. However, we don’t have 

an articulated employee value proposition 

even though we have been there for the last 

seven years in the industry, doing business 

extremely well. For the first time, in the 

company’s history, we have articulated EVP 

for the employees.
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What would be your hiring 
goals for the coming years 
and what kind of talent?

We have been hiring since the 
Covid times. Last year, we even 
did significant hiring in the months 
of July, August, and September. It 
is just that we put a recruitment 
freeze only for three or four 
months in April. We are pursuing 
a single goal as a part of our 
long-term business strategy of 
five years which just refreshed 
around a year back. We identified 
five strategic focus areas where 
we want to have the best-in-class 
talent in the industry. 

Therefore, our hiring goal is to 
have the best-in-class talent. For 
example, in one of the areas like 
distribution, we want to have 
the best-in-class talent. At a 
transactional level, of course, we 
have our KPIs and everything 
to measure how much we are 
progressing towards it, from a 
hiring perspective. As per our 
internal talent philosophies, 70 
percent of our talent should be 
from in-house which has got an 
implication on our talent sourcing 
perspective as well.

We are currently in the final leg 
of this process where all the 
talent discussion is concluding. 
And we're identifying the next 
generation of leaders. It's a process 
that’s been there for quite some 
time right now. So we are in the 
second cycle of such discussions.
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HR metric:  

Employee growth:

2016 following the demerger of its 
consumer goods business

PAN India

Fans, lighting, appliances, and pumps

White Collar - 1444

Appliances-2.0 percent, Fans-
7.1 percent, Finance-8.9 percent, 
Human Resources-3.5 percent, 
Information Technology-1.0 percent, 
Innovation-1.6 percent, Lighting-10.8 
percent, Marketing-0.8 percent, MD 
Office-0.3 percent, New Business-0.9 
percent, Pumps-2.6 percent, Sales and 
Services-59.3 percent, Supply Chain-1.2 
percent

Females-7 percent 
Males-93 percent

Incremental growth of 9.5 percent in 
2020-21; 9 percent in 2019-20 and 8.5 
percent in 2018-19. 
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Sumit is a strategic professional with over 13 
years of experience in multiple domains (sales, 
marketing, service, front-end operations, etc). Prior 

to Lava International, he has worked with Hyundai 
Motors India Ltd. and Maruti Suzuki India Ltd.

Sumit Kumar Singh
VP & Head HR, Lava International

the Future of Work:
MILLENNIALS, GEN-Z AND 
 BUILDING INTELLECTUAL JOB 
ROLES IN THE ‘VIRTUAL AGE’
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T he median age for 
China is 37 years 
whereas it’s 27 

years in India, therefore, 
developing the people will 
not be very difficult and 
time-consuming. India has 
a high count workforce at 
low cost and has overall 
low operational cost which 
will further boost up the 
ecosystem shift in coming 
years.

Q. At the outset, please 
tell us how the mobile 
manufacturing sector has 
evolved with the growing 
talent needs?

Every country passes through 
certain stages of evolution. It 
starts from farming to the AI & 
virtual space age. India at present 
is at the electrical/electronic stage. 
In this particular stage, the country 
starts producing FMCG products 
and electrical goods like fans, 
washing machines, refrigerators, 
automobile guards with a 
complete ecosystem built up inside 
the country.

Now due to the Covid situation 
and evolved connectivity across 
the globe, India has skipped the 
‘smart electronic age' and started 
making valuable contributions to 
AI & virtual space reformations. 
This is happening because of the 
young population of the country 
(median age of 27 years wrt to 37 

of China and the US). The young 
people of the country have a very 
high level of digital adoption. India 
has the highest digital adoption 
rate among the top 10 GDPs of the 
world.

If we look at the current 
competency, experience & 
knowledge of Indians, it’s at 
a medium level because the 
infrastructural ecosystem of 
the country is at a medium 
level. Our current capability of 
manpower in India is at mid-level 
that can deliver an elementary 
level of design followed by 
mass production of goods. Our 
education system, industrial 
training, and experience are 
also providing a medium level of 
exposure.

The smart electronic age requires 
an advanced level of expertise 
that includes the semiconductor, 
memory, and chip manufacturing 
ecosystem. The smart electronic 
ecosystem was first started in 

India skipped the ‘smart electronic age' and without having the 

hardware and chip system ecosystem expertise in the country, it is 

now producing AI-driven products, says Sumit Kumar Singh, VP 

& Head HR, Lava International as he explains in detail the reason 

for the limited product development capabilities in India. He also 

talks about his key learnings from 2021 in terms of talent and the 

need for flat organisation structures and intellectual job roles.
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the developed countries like the 
US, Japan, UK and then shifted 
to China. The core reason for the 
ecosystem shift was manpower 
cost, increasing intellectual level 
of people (avoiding transactional 
work), and operational cost. People 
were no more interested in the 
manufacturing side, they wanted 
to work on AI, machine learning, 
creating products like Google.

If we closely observe the things 
happening in China and India 
regarding ecosystem shift, we 
can easily say that if we take the 
right steps now, we can establish 
India as a global manufacturing 
hub. Wages in China are almost 
three times the Indian wages and 
operational cost is increasing at a 
rapid pace. The Indian government 
is trying to utilise this opportunity 
by setting up a few initiatives like 
PLI, FDI reformations, focus on 
exports, etc. If we put a clear focus 
on building up the ecosystem in 
India by few policy corrections and 

without having the hardware 
and the chip system ecosystem 
expertise in the country, we are 
now producing AI-driven products. 
It’s extremely important to have 
the capability developed for smart 
electronics to create a base for 
setting up virtual space. This is the 
core reason for the limited product 
development capabilities in India.

Organisations have realised that 
they have less capable people as 
per the requirement with respect 
to the global industry.

Had we moved in a phased 
manner, the industry might have 
had the right people over a period 
of time. But since it skipped a 
step, the hardware development 
part is missing and we’re talking 
about simulations about the 
software. You are talking about 
machine learning for machines 
that are not manufactured here. 
That's a fundamental gap that has 
happened in India due to Covid 
which has given us a big challenge 
and tremendous opportunity for 
the future.

What have been your key 
learnings from 2021 in 
terms of talent?

The fundamental shift in terms of 
the thinking of the organisations 
has happened. Companies have 
realised, including probably the 
mobile sector itself, because this 
is the sector which is going to 
face significant and phenomenal 
changes in the coming days. The 
other thing that we have learned 
is, employees need to be cared for. 
People are going to bring change 
so they need to be taken care of. 

The second part is adaptability 
in terms of doing the work. One 

manpower development, the smart 
electronic ecosystem is bound to 
shift from China to India.

The median age for China is 37 
years whereas it’s 27 years in 
India, therefore, developing the 
people will not be very difficult and 
time-consuming. India has a high 
count workforce at low cost and 
has overall low operational cost 
which will further boost up the 
ecosystem shift in coming years.

For level 5 products it requires 
competency in AI, machine 
learning, database management 
system over cloud and blockchains 
to create a virtual/digital reality 
world like Metaverse which is the 
next big thing. This will greatly 
boost the economy up to a 
different level. So the opportunities 
are tremendous now.

What has happened in India is 
we did not enter into level 4 but 
due to Covid, we have started 
contributing to level 5 age. So 
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Had we moved in a phased manner, the 

industry might have had the right people 

over a period of time. But since it skipped 

a step, the hardware development part is 

missing and we’re talking about simulations 

about the software. You are talking about 

machine learning for machines that are not 

manufactured here. That's a fundamental gap 

that has happened in India due to Covid which 

has given us a big challenge and tremendous 

opportunity for the future.
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manufactured here, we normally 
import these things. Despite 
that, there are people in the 
country who have the capability 
to learn. But they don't have any 
experience. Therefore, the first 
thing is, we have to invest in 
learning if we want to set up a 
robust R&D-based infrastructure 
by identifying and collaborating 
with people/organisations who 
have the capability to learn and 
train them.

It’s very important to keep on 
deploying the people in on job 
training with a continuously 
evolving process. We are now 
building a globalised team. That's 
how we are planning to bridge 
the gap of the base of the talent 
which is required for evolving this 
ecosystem.

So this collaboration with 
the globalised team that 
you mentioned is already 
going on or you are 
planning it?

It's already been going on for the 
last five to six years. We have 

were efficient and worked well 
with established systems or 
processes. But now with the 
changing world, it’s high time to 
relook into the same. If you want to 
empower people to innovate, one 
needs to be practical. This is very 
much required for the industry, 
which is fast changing. You must 
have flat structures and intellectual 
job roles.

 
You mentioned that given 
the ecosystem shift, India 
skipped the 4th level and 
moved to the 5th. You also 
mentioned that because of 
that there is a shortage of 
talent since it didn't go in a 
phased manner. So how do 
you bridge the talent gap?

We have to design a very detailed 
human resource supply chain 
management system for that. 
We have to predict key and  core 
competencies. So the first thing 
is that you cannot learn all the 
things on your own. Second, you 
do not have unlimited resources 
and an ecosystem. RAM, memory, 
processors, screens aren’t 

has to find newer ways of doing 
things rather than sticking to the 
traditional approach. Third, we 
must not create job roles in the 
organisation that is based on 
transactional work, all transactional 
work has to be executed by the 
system. People have tremendous 
potential and it must not be 
wasted in doing the basic level 
of transactional work, we must 
create intellectual opportunities 
for human beings to unleash their 
potential. The intellectual job 
role is the future and creates a 
sense of achievement, increases 
job satisfaction, and decreases 
attrition. Most of the Millennials 
and Gen Z are not comfortable 
with traditional and transactional 
work which was the core 10-20 
years back. The psychology and 
needs of the new generation have 
changed. The new generation is 
now thinking about adding value 
to their organisation by creating 
something new, challenging the 
traditional ways, and utilising 
the technology to get results in 
multiples.

Four, as we are entering a new 
stage of the industry ecosystem, 
it’s an era of the startup culture. 
Therefore, whether you will be 
working in a startup, dealing with 
a startup as a vendor, establishing 
a startup, all you need to learn is 
how to get things done efficiently 
in the startup culture. Employees 
should be motivated to think like a 
businessman or an entrepreneur. 
They are going to lead or create 
things. Big and established brands 
are also boosting up this particular 
startup culture in their different 
verticals.

Five, what I have observed is that 
this country has a lot of hierarchies 
in the system. These structures 
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started creating our competencies 
in terms of chips, drivers, and 
software development. We have 
developed our capabilities in 
terms of the keypad phones where 
we are 100 percent capable of 
making the entire keypad phone 
in India. We have scaled up our 
capabilities in terms of designing 
entry-level smartphones in India. 
This has happened with the right 
collaboration and learning which 
was gained by our team members 
within the country and outside the 
country. Now we are scaling up 
to have much better products and 
compete with the international 
brands in the coming days.

 

Please give an overview of the 
workforce pie at Lava.

Manufacturing has the highest 
number of blue-collar people in our 
company. Next is the salesforce 
and then we have the R&D and the 
design team as the third-highest 
workforce.

Coming to your 
observations of the year, 

adapt quickly to a fast-changing 
environment. It may be linked 
to business, ways of working, 
policies, etc. 

The hierarchical system 
you spoke about, how do 
you manage this hierarchy?

The answer is, you must create a 
platform where anybody can share 
their ideas with 100 percent logic. 
In our case, we have a platform 
where anybody can join, share 
their ideas which are reviewed. 
If the logic given behind that 
particular idea is right, it does not 
require many levels of approval. 
We have RNR awards presented 
to 10+ people/teams. The person 
can nominate himself/herself. The 
ideas should have a certain level of 
problem-solving statement. It can 
be an existing one or an entirely 
new one. Right after that, you 
must have the insight. You have to 
come up with practical solutions 
for that particular idea that can be 
implemented. We have designed a 
platform for that. We also conduct 
Hackathons every quarter where 
the teams normally look at the 
opportunities that can maybe bring 
in good business. It might require 
a certain level of budget inclusions 
also. We provided a certain level of 
DOA to the respective department 
heads and the vertical heads. Our 
vertical head is at the level of a 
Deputy General Manager, that's 
a level 3. A person at that level 
is approving the plan, no further 
approvals are required.

Can you tell us about 
one idea that somebody 
in your team suggested 
and got approved and 
implemented?

you spoke about how a 
person should either be 
in a startup or be with 
companies that deal with 
startups. So how is it at 
Lava? What is the work 
culture at lava?

The culture is basically generated 
from the core values of the 
company. The first is integrity. So 
whatever we do, we have to do the 
right thing with ethics and honesty. 
It may start with a very small thing 
like giving 100 percent of your 
efforts to your job responsibility 
honestly and ethically without any 
follow-up or monitoring.

The second is a passion for 
excellence. People working here 
are passionate enough to create 
benchmarks across the industry. 
That's the only reason this 
company is surviving at a time 
when other Indian brands are not 
doing a very good job of setting up 
milestones for the future.

The third is adaptability. In this 
particular industry, we have to 
have a global mindset and must 
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must not be wasted in doing the basic level of 

transactional work, we must create intellectual 

opportunities for human beings to unleash 

their potential. The intellectual job role is the 

future and creates a sense of achievement, 

increases job satisfaction and decreases 

attrition.
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transfer, personal development, 
communication, etc. The key 
skills which will be required 
in the coming days will be 
business orientation or acumen, 
multitasking, and innovation. We 
are planning to have more than 90 
percent of the latest Millennials, 
who were born after 1988 and Gen 
Z in our workforce.

well as transferring the knowledge 
with the help of social media. 
These people are using different 
platforms to get knowledge. That's 
how things are evolving and in the 
coming days, we are going to hire 
them only.

We have done a certain level 
of character assessment of 
these particular groups. For 
example, work ethics, knowledge 

There are many ideas. Last year, 
we launched the PULSE keypad 
phone which has the capability 
of measuring the temperature as 
well as your heartbeat and pulse 
rate. Our target customers who 
don't have much money to spend 
on medical devices can use PULSE 
in villages. This is one idea we got 
which is the need of the consumer. 
The country also needed 
something like that because of 
the crisis. That's an innovative 
thought. What we have is a first 
across the industry, so that is one 
example. The second one is, we 
have come up with the idea of 
having customisable smartphones. 
Generally, you either pay for the 
6GB or 4GB RAM or decide as 
per the camera specifications of 
a smartphone. Now as per your 
need, you can customise it and 
purchase it from Lava.

All these ideas were shared 
on the platform?

Yes. Normally we have the 
quarterly RNR session. We review 
the ideas shared regularly and if 
qualified, we give a go-ahead and 
they are launched. So, we have 
quality metrics for that particular 
part and a quarterly report also for 
those who have good ideas. It’s 
open to all, even junior employees 
can submit their ideas. They don’t 
have to wait for RM’s approval.

In the coming years, how 
do you think the talent 
needs of the sector will 
change?

First of all, we need to know what 
kind of people we are going to hire 
- Millennials or Gen Z? These are 
the people who are very capable in 
terms of acquiring knowledge as 
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Year of incorporation: 

Market presence: 

Employee growth: 

Employee count:

Workforce 
contribution: 
 
 
 

Hiring pipeline: 

Business operation: 

Lava was founded in March 2009

Handset and related accessories

9.9 percent CAGR over a five year period

4000 approximately 

Design & Quality-8 percent 
Sales-10 percent 
CSD-3 percent 
Manufacturing-61 percent 
SCM-4 percent 
Head Office-14 percent

Via campus and regular hiring

Across all the major online channels with 
brands: Lava, Elements, Probuds
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 Employee Experience 

Nidhi Marwah has overseen the growth of TEC 
in India, Sri Lanka, and most recently the Middle 
East that encompasses 30 centers, set to expand 
to a total of 1 million square feet in 2020. She 
began her career with the Taj Group of hotels 

before a short stint in Barbados, also in the luxury 
hospitality industry. She joined Intercontinental 
Hotels Group and was later part of the pre-
opening team for Marriott Hotels in Hyderabad.

Nidhi Marwah
Group Managing Director, The Executive Centre

A PRIVATISED
THROUGH CO-WORKING 

SPACES
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The need for co-working 
spaces has increased 
rapidly due to the 
pandemic. What have been 
the top trends of 2021 that 
you feel have augmented 
this shift?

As companies adjust to the new 
normal, there has been a very 
visible shift in how workspaces 
are seen, and the processes 
implemented by organisations. 
Flexibility has grown to play a 
prominent part in that discussion. 
Additionally, risk diversification 
has been prioritised as corporates 
aren’t willing to have their 
CAPEX tied up in a single asset 
anymore. This has resulted in 
organisations no longer willing 
to retain long-term office spaces. 
Having the entire workforce 
within a confined space is now 
seen as a risk. A solitary Covid 
positive result can lead to an entire 
team getting infected, further 
impacting business operations 
and output. This risk increases 
pressure on team members and 
expenses overall. The trend has 
led to an understanding of the 
value of having teams set up in 
different locations. When it comes 

to CAPEX and manpower the 
decision to diversify risk is almost 
forceful in this situation.

The second trend that has 
increased the demand in co-
working spaces is the mobility of 
the workforce and where they now 
choose to work from. When the 
pandemic began, we saw people 
migrating back to their hometowns 
to be with their families. As 
companies shift from a traditional 
mode of working to a hybrid 
model, there is a hesitation among 
employees to leave their comfort 
zones. Be it a return to working 
from the office or adoption of a 
hybrid model, employees now 
prefer the ability to utilise the 
closest possible office space in 
order to optimise their experience.

Placing importance on peace 
of mind and empathising with 
employees’ mental health and 
safety has been a growing 
trend. It has also become very 
important to ensure safety and 
hygiene for peaceful operations 
in a workspace. The benefit of 
co-working office spaces is that 
the burden of ensuring hygiene 
protocols rests on the office 

O ne thing we can say 
with certainty about 
office workspaces is 

that reverting to traditional 
offices is not going to 
happen. Today, the word 
“normal” has undergone 
a huge transformation. 
Every company has learnt 
its share of lessons from 
the continued pandemic 
situation and have 
realised the need to create 
flexibility in their real-
estate, workforce, budgets, 
operations, and processes.

Speaking to All Things Talent, Nidhi Marwah, Group 

Managing Director, The Executive Centre, talks about how 

the need for co-working spaces has increased rapidly due to 

the pandemic, the evolution of co-working spaces, and the 

importance of building trust and empathy at TEC.
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The hybrid work model along with flexibility 

in roles and responsibilities have also been 

established for the future. The paradigms of 

hierarchies and responsibilities have become 

distorted during the pandemic. This will 

result in functional flexibility within the 

organisation which will affect the future of 

workplaces.

spaces. We at TEC ensure that 
proper hygiene protocols are being 
followed and regular sanitation 
is being done. We ensure that 
these efforts are showcased 
to our customers, resulting in a 
deeper trust with not only the 
management but their employees 
as well. Basics such as travel 
declaration, temperature checks, 
masks mandates, and social 
distancing are ensured. Additional 
layers of protection such as 
air purifiers and UV lamps are 
installed within the office space. 
Organisations, therefore, don’t 
have to shoulder the responsibility 
of these critical functions and give 
them the space to focus on their 
business operations.  

Businesses have had an overnight 
shift in their business continuity 
process, and some have had to 
scale up or down drastically. The 
costs of scaling can be a major 
burden and companies may not 
have the financial capabilities to 
execute this. Flexible workspaces 
are an easy answer to the problem 
as it helps organisations adopt 
new workspaces at the desired 
costs.  

working from home all day. In this 
situation, employees will need to 
determine their comfort zones and 
figure the right balance that works 
for them.

What are the top practices 
that will be carried forward 
to 2022?

First and foremost, flexibility 
will be built into everything. 
Secondly, communication will 
play a larger and more important 
role in the daily practices of a 
company. With the pandemic, 
every organisation had to learn 
the value of communication. A 
lack of communication brings 
with it the lack of trust and faith 
in the company by its employees. 
They do not feel safe and secure 
in an environment if proper 
communication channels and 
protocols are not established. 
Trusted chains of communication, 
a strong sense of empathy, and 
strong trust levels are critical for 
a company to survive a crisis like 
that of the pandemic. We at TEC 
have understood the importance 
of building trust and empathy 
and these practices are sure to 
be carried on to the next year as 
it helps us provide an enriching 
employee experience.

The hybrid work model along 
with flexibility in roles and 
responsibilities have also been 
established for the future. The 
paradigms of hierarchies and 
responsibilities have become 
distorted during the pandemic. 
This will result in functional 
flexibility within the organisation 
which will affect the future of 
workplaces.

 

How has the demand 
of your premium clients 

 The future of office spaces 
has completely altered as 
many HR leaders believe 
work models may never 
revert to pre-pandemic 
conditions. How, according 
to you, has the future of 
office spaces changed?

I completely agree. One thing 
we can say with certainty about 
office workspaces is that reverting 
to traditional offices is not going 
to happen. Today, the word 
“normal” has undergone a huge 
transformation. Every company 
has learnt its share of lessons from 
the continued pandemic situation 
and has realised the need to create 
flexibility in their real-estate, 
workforce, budgets, operations, 
and processes. Adaptability is 
what we need to survive and 
thrive, and the future of work 
models will reflect that need. 
Flexibility has thus become non-
negotiable.

From the perspective of an 
employee, they have realised that 
it is possible to be productive in 
other work models as well. They 
have also realised that there is a 
certain fatigue that sets in when 
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the contributions of people who 
have persevered through tough 
circumstances by showcasing 
creativity and initiative 
while delivering goals to the 
organisation.

Our aim for 2022 is to ensure 
proper communication channels 
are established and utilised to 
secure the trust and empathy of 
our employees. In a time when 
travel is restricted, and our teams 
are spread across the country, 
strong communication and 
increased empathy levels are vital 
to retain employees and their trust 
and stimulate their motivation. 
To implement this, we plan to 
focus on conducting engaging 
activities and building meaningful 
relationships with our employees.

The prioritising of our employees’ 
mental and physical health is a 
major focus. We need to ensure 
that we have a reliable and 
anonymous way of tracking their 
sentiments. Ensuring that they are 
in a comfortable, safe space with 
their physical and mental health in 
good shape is essential.

I would agree that it has become 
a larger concern as of late. This 
is a change that must be taken 
into consideration for the future 
of our workspaces. At TEC, we 
have prioritised the development 
of a work culture that nurtures 
empathy within all our customers.

What are the people's 
priorities for The Executive 
Centre in 2022?

At TEC, we are an enterprise 
that evolves continuously and 
experiments with various models 
to ensure our employees are given 
the right environment for growth 
and success. For 2022, we have 
three main areas of focus related to 
HR policies and talent.

Cultivating internal leadership 
will be a priority for next year. 
To survive tough times, strong 
leadership is critical. We will 
promote, acknowledge, and 
help employees grow within 
the organisational structure. 
Preference will be placed on 
employees that have shown 
leadership during the pandemic 
and crises. We will highlight 

changed in the last two 
years in comparison to 
what it was in 2019?

The location has proven to be 
the most fundamental aspect 
of real estate, more so than for 
commercial real estate over others. 
However, the current situation we 
witness has evolved into one that 
sees a reduction in the importance 
of location. Organisations prioritise 
meeting their exact requirements 
in terms of seating. Location is no 
longer a driving factor as prices 
are driven by amenities, safety, 
and comfort. Businesses now 
demand the flexibility that comes 
with having offices across several 
locations.

 

How have co-working 
spaces evolved in the 
recent past?

The changes have kept up with 
the changes in demand. Earlier, 
co-working spaces were all about 
collaboration and multiple people 
working collectively. Now, people 
look forward to a privatised 
employee experience. They are 
emphasising the importance 
of maintaining their own brand 
standards, brand identity, and 
company culture within a flexible 
workspace environment. We 
have seen companies requesting 
amenities such as soundproof 
rooms to have private discussions 
as well as large private work desks 
that aren’t overlapping with other 
employees. A priority is being 
placed on identity, culture, and 
ethos.

 

Work culture is one of the 
biggest concerns of several 
key HR leaders in this 
hybrid world. What do you 
have to say about that?
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Year of incorporation: 

Market presence: 

CAGR of employee 
growth: 

Employee count: 

Hiring pipeline: 

Business operation: 

2008

Across all metros

10.44 percent (last 5 years) 

345 

20

The Executive Center is Asia’s largest 
premium flexible workspace provider
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Arti is an experienced HR professional with strong 
leadership experience at the corporate and 
plant side of HR practice. She has built people 
strategy from scratch and has been successful in 

developing innovative employee engagement 
practices, training and development programs, 
employee benefits portfolio, and HR technology 
interventions.

THE IMPACT OF
 IN 2022

Arti Agarwal
Head, Human Resources, Tata Asset Management

“Great Resignation”
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I    t is the brainstorming 
meetings, the casual 
conversations, the 

happenstance connections, 
the accidental meetings 
which tie that bind together 
and not necessarily the 
organisational charts, 
the products, and the 
processes that employers 
traditionally believe in.

The last several months have seen 
a tidal wave of resignations across 
the globe counting on 39 million 
instances only this year. The recent 
Microsoft Survey conducted across 
31 countries shows a staggering 
trend of 41 percent of employees 
looking to quit their job this year, 
which is abnormally high with 
a shocking 62 percent for our 
country.

While we understand and 
accept the fact that the “Great 
Resignation” (as coined by 
Anthony Klotz, a professor of 
management in Texas) is here to 
stay and is certainly unavoidable 
for the industry, it seems to be 
the best time to deep dive into 
the impact of this phenomenon 
in the coming year and what 
organisations should do to adapt 
to this seismic shift.

Retrospecting this mass exodus 
and analysing its impact starts 
with understanding the drivers of 
it and what effect it brings to the 
two biggest stakeholders of this 
global wave, the ‘employer’ and 
the ‘employee’.

A closer look from the employers’ 
standpoint indicates some of 
the points we are discussing 
hereunder. 

• Readiness check for the 
next role: While it is a 
great thing to elevate a high 
performer to the next role 
and enable him/her to take up 
greater responsibilities, if not 
actioned in a timely manner, it 
would leave the best manager 
losing his/her high performer 
to competition today. 
Employers need to invest 
in evaluating the capability 
of the internal talent with 
assessment centers which at 
least gives confidence on the 
readiness check of employees 
in a structured manner 
and club it with focused 
development plans for the high 
potential employees.  

• The binding ‘connect’ 
to purpose: There is a 
cataclysmic change in the 
workspace, the likes of 

The current resignation behaviour is here to stay and is 

likely to stay elevated for some time to come. However, for 

employers, this seems to be the best time to deep dive into 

the impact of this phenomenon in the coming year and 

understand what organisations should do to adapt to this 

seismic shift.
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which we haven’t seen since 
the Industrial Revolution. 
People want to become 
part of something bigger 
than themselves. With a 
strong sense of purpose—an 
overarching “why”—they 
are more likely to be aligned 
with the mission and values 
of the organisation. Purpose 
makes all the difference. It is 
the brainstorming meetings, 
the casual conversations, the 
happenstance connections, 
the accidental meetings which 
tie that bind together and not 
necessarily the organisational 
charts, the products, and the 
processes that employers 
traditionally believe in.  
  

• Managing virtual teams: As 
we go through this period of 
transformative change, we’re 
still in a space where a lot of 
employees are trying to get 
comfortable with what type 
of work environment they 
want to work in. Managers 
of today need to plan ‘the 
right task for the right 
environment’, establish work 
expectations clearly about 
in-office days, meetings, and 
activities. To state the obvious, 
effective time management 
is key as your work priorities 
could be almost anything, 
including having face-to-face 
conversations with colleagues, 
plowing through as many 
individual assignments as 
possible, and finishing all 
essential phone calls before 
playtime with your kids/
spending time with family 
happens before the day ends.  
 

Having discussed the key areas of 
reflection for the employers, let’s 
have a closer look at employees’ 
expectations now. 

• Visibility of effort: With 
attrition hitting high in the 
mid-senior management, it has 
opened doors of opportunity 
for high potential cadres to 
step up the visibility of their 
efforts and contributions. 
Maintaining a positive outlook 
or tapping into your passions is 
also a great source to bring out 
your inner talent to climb up 
the corporate ladder.   

• Access to leadership: 
With the advent of a flat 
organisation structure and a 
dissolving hierarchical culture 
map, this perhaps is the best 
time for the employees to get 
aligned with the leadership 
vision of the company. 
Leveraging employee connect 

• Process optimisation: In 
this era of digitisation, process 
optimisation has become the 
need of the hour. Employers 
need to identify internally 
redundant processes and 
systems and shelf them for 
agile workarounds which cuts 
across unnecessary controls 
to ‘key significant processes’ 
which becomes the new 
backbone of the operating 
layer of the company.  
 

• Approach to the 
‘employee’: If you’re 
feeling the pressure to be 
‘always on’, you’re not alone. 
When employees thrive, 
organisations outperform. 
However, getting work done 
amid a global pandemic has 
sapped energy reserves 
for many people, making  
employee wellbeing a focal 
point for business leaders and 
companies.   
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Workforce pie:  
 
 
 

Hiring pipeline: 

Business operation:  
 

Interesting HR 
metric: 

SNAPSHOT

1994

450

Our 70 percent of the organisation is 
sales workforce with an average age of 
the employee at 37 years and a minimum 
tenure of 10 years with the organisation 
on the non-sales functions.

Mostly in the sales function with an intent 
to grow our presence in B30 & T30.

Established in 1994, Tata Asset 
Management Ltd is the investment 
manager for Tata Mutual Fund. 

The gender diversity ratio is one percent 
better than the industry. We are at 23 
percent and the industry is at 22 percent.

In a nutshell, “Try and leave this 
world a little better than you found 
it’’ goes the famous quote by 
Robert Baden Powell.

emotional intelligence is what 
makes the leader more human. 
And that’s our saving grace. 
It really does come down to 
gratitude for the people in our 
lives.  

platforms (e.g. town-hall, 
chat-up sessions, etc.) can be 
an effective tool in this process 
but at the same time requires 
a receptive mindset to explore 
such opportunities.   

• Effective feedback 
mechanisms: Self-awareness 
allows employees to sustain 
their efforts over time 
despite setbacks or extreme 
circumstances like a pandemic. 
To develop it, employees 
need to build in time to coach 
themselves daily and business 
leaders need to anchor this 
journey jointly with them.  

• Personal well-being: It’s 
hard to leave work at work 
in the digital age, especially 
when ‘at work’ is at home. But 
those who can detach during 
off-hours report higher levels 
of life satisfaction, better sleep, 
less emotional exhaustion, 
and better overall health. 
As responsible employers, 
ensuring the personal well-
being of the employee allows 
companies to build trust, 
support, resolve conflicts, and 
inspire better collaboration 
which is fundamental to the 
operating productivity of any 
organisation.   

• Emotional quotient: For 
many people, the connective 
fabric is fading. Some lack the 
relationships they yearn for, 
others long for a listening ear. 
It’s what we all need to have—
and whom we strive to be for 
each other. This digital world 
needs more human leaders and 
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Rahul comes with over 22 years of professional 
experience working in world-class organisations 
like Glenmark Pharmaceuticals, Stanley Black & 

Decker Inc, and Marico Ltd. Today he leads the 
entire gamut of HR for all business verticals and 
group functions in India for the Allana Group.

TIME TO REDEFINE
FACTOR IN HR

Rahul Deshmukh
Group CHRO, Allana Group

the “Human”
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A s far as business 
is concerned, we 
realised that it’s a 

must to navigate financial 
and operational challenges 
posed by Covid while 
rapidly addressing the 
needs of our people, 
customers, and suppliers 
globally. Moreover, the HR 
function must be prepared 
for the unexpected, 
encouraging collaboration, 
and building a healthy 
workplace, with a renewed 
focus on work-life balance.

Covid-19 has been an eye-opener 
for people and organisations 
worldwide. In the past two years, 
we have witnessed our established 
ways of working being challenged 
at every given point in time. The 
need to be flexible and nimble-
footed both, in our thinking and 
working patterns has now become 
a norm.

After the first wave of Covid-19 
that took away most of the year 
2020, in early 2021 things were 
looking to move back to normal. 
Businesses were limping back 
to normalcy, domestic travel had 
commenced albeit slowly, offices 
and local transport in cities and 
towns were slowly normalising 
too. However, the situation 
changed drastically in end-March 
2021. The dreadful “Second 
Wave” with the Delta strain of the 
virus turned everything back to a 
lockdown mode we had witnessed 
in 2020.

This second wave confronted HR 
with an unprecedented situation…a 
tight rope walk, indeed! With 
businesses just getting the whiff of 
normalcy, again being pushed back 

to a shutdown mode, built a strong 
expectation to support maintaining 
business continuity from the HR 
function. Challenge was to do that 
while ensuring the complete safety 
of our employees.

As they say, challenges sure are to 
arise in every business and every 
job however, it’s the balance-
building role that makes HR one 
of the most demanding corporate 
functions and it was proven during 
this second wave.

With a massive spread of 
infections around, acute vaccine 
shortages being experienced, 
HR professionals were faced 
with the difficult task of ensuring 
all possible human support to 
Covid-19 contracted employees 
and their families, while providing 
preventive care through vaccine 
facilitation to its employees as 
well. The function, however, was 
swift to respond to this build-up 
and we could see this successfully 
happening across multiple 
organisations.

Amidst this uncertainty with the 
pandemic, continuing to peak in 

The increased importance to HR as a business function is 

primarily due to lessons learnt and actions taken with the 

ideology to “be human” and with a thought that the very 

essence of “HR” is to be “human”. At Allana, they have 

successfully percolated this value to their entire leadership 

team, which in turn has enabled them to form deep and 

meaningful human relations with their team members.
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some geographies and retracting 
in others, created huge disruptions 
in businesses across. The smaller 
businesses again got impacted the 
most, driving closure of operations, 
financial losses, pay cuts, and 
unemployment.

For us at Allana, predominantly 
dealing in Food & Agri exports, 
careful handling of our business 
priorities like raw material 
procurement, sales/production 
planning, supply chain/logistics, 
etc helped. However, the need 
was extremely sensitive when it 
came to the human resources side. 
We realised that re-strengthening 
the employee trust, that we had 
gradually built after the first wave, 
was needed, and that too with 
a renewed focus on employee 
health and well-being. The need 
to rekindle our philosophy to 
be “human” was strongly felt. 
Striking the right balance between 
business operation continuity 
and employee safety & well-
being posed a lot of stress on our 
HR function, not to mention our 
employees’ shift in revaluating their 
priorities in terms of balancing 

as a vital part of not only human 
resources strategy but business 
strategy as well. The team has 
demonstrated remarkable agility 
and resilience through lessons 
learnt during the first wave of 
the pandemic and responded to 
the crisis by ensuring not only 
workforce safety but also kept 
them motivated and engaged 
along with effectively supporting 
and managing continuity of 
business operations with greater 
zeal during the second wave.

Various steps that were taken 
to address the “human” aspect 
during pandemic included 
continuous communication on 
strict adherence to Covid-19 
protocols without letting the 
guard slip-on safety, sponsoring 
numerous employee vaccination 
camps across our locations within 
the country, in coordination with 
local authorities and private 
medical service providers along 
with information seminars to 
curtail vaccination inhibitions. 
Along with preventive initiatives 
we also supported through paid 
leaves to those employees who 
had post-vaccination health issues 
and through in-house Covid care 
facilities in many cases along 
with local tie-ups with hospitals 
for priority admission. We also 
provided financial support, on a 
case-to-case basis, to the families 
of those employees who had 
unfortunate deaths due to Covid 
and this was not only limited to our 
full-time employees but covered 
our contractual employee base 
as well. Not to mention this was 
over and above the insurance 
coverages.

Allana has always been proactive 
when it comes to retaining talent. 
This is evident from our single-
digit attrition percentage over so 
many years. The same has been 
possible only because of the belief 
we have imbibed in our values and 

professional and personal life.

However, we successfully treaded 
over the challenges, with our 
key learning being that Covid is 
here to stay and we got to learn 
to live with it! Businesses need 
to run, to fuel growth/progress 
and support overall employee 
well-being. Getting vaccinated, 
strictly following the protocols, 
and ensuring early treatment 
if doomsday happens, are the 
only ways to ensure a successful 
balance.

As far as business is concerned, 
we realised that it’s a must to 
navigate financial and operational 
challenges posed by Covid while 
rapidly addressing the needs 
of our people, customers, and 
suppliers globally. Moreover, the 
HR function must be prepared 
for the unexpected, encouraging 
collaboration, and building a 
healthy workplace, with a renewed 
focus on work-life balance.

At Allana, the HR function went 
through a huge transformation 
and is now seen and perceived 

As an HR leader for this large multi-business 

conglomerate, the pandemic pushed me to 

break through all stereotypes. Moving out 

of traditional ways of working, we adapted 

quickly to remote working style; broadening 

our network; learning, relearning, and 

finding new ways to connect with our people. 

We learned that it's important to have 

humility, agility to act quickly, and be open to 

new ideas and innovation.
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centric and future-forward, while 
still working on building our Talent 
Management, Talent Rotation & 
Reward Recognition models. A 
host of “human” initiatives are 
being worked on with a clear focus 
on Employee Wellness under our 
program titled, “Awe” (Allana 
Wellness). And all this while not 
slipping out on our legacy of being 
a Responsible Corporate Entity 
through our focus on complete 
compliance.

In these two years, I have realized 
one thing, while we live by our 
legacy, we need to also swiftly 
adapt and institutionalise the new 
age trends in order to successfully 
face the opportunities and 
challenges. However, while doing 
this, we need not overthink and it 
need not be complicated.

Just, keep it simple!

Yes, it does require mindful 
behaviour but genuine trust, 
empathy, discipline, emotional 
connect, support, collaboration, 
clarity, compliance, and most 
importantly, just being “human” 
should help us all sail through 
these tough times.

internal communication platform 
that not only connects and 
engages employees by keeping 
them updated about all the 
happenings within our organisation 
in a transparent way, but also 
helps them to develop a sense of 
ownership and camaraderie thus 
getting rid of workplace loneliness.

Another program we launched 
is “APEx” (Allana Performance 
Excellence) – a performance 
excellence framework that 
provides comprehensive support 
and guidance for excelling in one’s 
role. As it has been said, “Listening 
is important but, more important 
is to act on the things listened to.” 
We, at Allana, have ensured this 
through a continuous feed-forward 
mechanism built within the overall 
APEx framework, as well.

“Allana 5-Star”, a robust 
orientation and onboarding 
framework was also conceived 
with the thought process of 
giving new joiners a joining-in 
and settling-down experience at 
the workplace that they will never 
forget.

We have reworked our HR policies 
to make them more employee-

culture that, only material benefits 
aren’t a deciding factor for an 
employee’s decision to stay or quit, 
it’s the overall experience of trust, 
respect, and being human, that’s 
what matters.

We strongly believe that the 
increased importance to HR as a 
business function is primarily due 
to lessons learnt and actions taken 
with the ideology to “be human” 
and with a thought that the very 
essence of “HR” is to be “human”. 
We have successfully percolated 
this value to our entire leadership 
team, which in turn has enabled 
us to form deep and meaningful 
human relations with our team 
members.

These past two turbulent years 
have changed the way we think, 
work, live, and operate – in every 
sense of the word!

As an HR leader for this large 
multi-business conglomerate, the 
pandemic pushed me to break 
through all stereotypes. Moving 
out of traditional ways of working, 
we adapted quickly to remote 
working style; broadening our 
network; learning, relearning, and 
finding new ways to connect with 
our people. We learned that it's 
important to have humility, agility 
to act quickly, and be open to new 
ideas and innovation. When we 
say our ideology is to “be human”, 
we have redefined the “human” 
aspect of “HR” at Allana. This 
means all our focus is now on 
how we can make a meaningful 
difference in our employee’s life 
and ensure that it's very critical to 
have HR processes and initiatives 
aligned with human engagement 
outcomes. Our efforts in 2022 are 
being built to focus on developing 
a ‘trust-based culture’ in our 
organisation.

In 2021, we kicked off with 
launching “Allana Connect” – an 
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Year of incorporation:

Market presence: 

Business operation:

1865

Processed Foods, FMCG, Coffee, Foundry 
Chemicals

Processed foods: World leaders in 
processed food exports

FMCG: London dairy ice cream, Sunny, 
Priya, Alegro edible oil range, and Bakery 
ingredients

Coffee: Leaders in specialty coffee 
exports from India

SNAPSHOT
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Vineeta is a strategic and innovative HR 
professional with over 20 years of experience in 
HR management and consulting. She has built and 
led proactive HR programs for complex, service-

based partnership and public organisations in IT, 
Professional Services, and Business Consulting 
domains in the US, UK, Europe, and APAC 
regions.

HR REINVENTED:
THE FUTURE OF WORK

Vineeta Kukreti
Human Resources Director - Fiserv

 HR Transforming
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H    R plays a vital 
role in the success 
of any business 

transformation as it co-
leads change through 
technological innovation, 
talent strategy, market play, 
and demographic nuances 
and acts as catalysts in 
shaping the talent evolution 
internally to excel in an 
ever-moving ecosystem.

Transformation…Disruption…
Reinvention…The HR community 
needs to reconceptualize itself and 
pause the subtle refinement of  
concepts that served the present 
and past. Misalignment to what 
may be the need for tomorrow will 
lead HR to become irrelevant and 
order taker. The writing is on the 
wall – A need to revolutionise HR.

Today technology adoption is 
quicker than ever. The at-scale 
shift to remote working has tested 
the now dominant technologies. 
This has brought artificial 
intelligence, robotics, digitisation, 
and automation to the forefront 
to cater to the evolved needs 
of the workforce and support 
dynamic antifragile operating 
models adopted by successful 
organisations. 

Co-leading Business 
Transformation
Many organisations are going 
through business model 
transformations. The objective 

of any business transformation 
is to bump up productivity and 
effectiveness of people by building 
capability, right-sizing capacity, 
fostering a connection between 
purpose and business outcome, 
and enhancing client and employee 
engagement. Any successful 
business transformation involves 
talent strategy transformation 
embedded in it.

HR plays a vital role in the success 
of any business transformation 
as it co-leads change through 
technological innovation, talent 
strategy, market play, and 
demographic nuances and acts 
as catalysts in shaping the talent 
evolution internally to excel in 
an ever-moving ecosystem. 
Successful organisations leading 
through transformation more often 
have HR disrupting itself to lead 
the change to be fit-for-purpose. 
These evolutionary HR teams 
partner with the business to build 
models, processes, capabilities to 
co-lead business transformation. 
However, some HR teams lack 
the vision, and get lost in the 
middle and are disrupted by 

HR can help organisations prepare for the future of 

work. It plays a vital role in the success of any business 

transformation as it co-leads change through technological 

innovation, talent strategy, market play, and demographic 

nuances and acts as catalysts in shaping the talent evolution 

internally to excel in an ever-moving ecosystem. 
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becoming order takers. Without 
HR’s ability to view the big picture 
that transcends across the value 
chain, HR will be disrupted as it 
will become an extra pair of hands 
to execute rather than a strategic 
change catalyst. HR needs to 
reimagine the future state and 
redesign aspects of organisational 
design and talent strategy, 
workplace culture, and operations 
powered by digital.

Accelerated change in 
technological advancement in 
the neo-normal environment we 
live in impacts our world of work 
and how we operate. The classic 
workforce models of in-sourcing 
are showing signs of retreat 
and contingent gig workers are 
surfacing as a flexible option. With 
the unprecedented times testing 
our ability to work remotely and 
gaining relative productivity, it 
is no longer imperative to go to 
a physical office and be tied to 
a location. Gig workers are free 
to offer different capabilities to 
different organisations in multiple 
companies, with the flexibility 
of timing and quality of projects. 
Roles are increasingly becoming 
classified as work, resources into 
capabilities, and skills. Leaders are 

plans are measurable, clear, and 
communicated well through an 
effective medium. The talent team 
works through rigorous workforce 
planning and capability gaps 
to decipher sourcing strategies 
of build/buy/deploy/automate. 
People analytics work through 
demographics, sentiment/ pulse, 
and establish predictive trends for 
key decisions based on data-driven 
insights. Rewards team design 
incentives to align to expected 
behaviours and actions that align 
to strategy. All this operates under 
governance with a continuous 
feedback loop built-in.

Pillars of HR 
Transformation
1)  Talent - Emerging business 
trends will need to shape and align 
the talent capability goals to that 
of business strategic goals. It will 
be crucial to tap into liquid talent 
sources – ‘Gig’ – where a highly 
specialised workforce can be 
engaged for shorter time duration 
and attracted through dedicated 
career sites. While long-term talent 
retention will contribute towards 
organisation differentiation.

2) Culture Aligned to Purpose - 
HR plays a pivotal role in curating 
a target culture, communicating 
this internally and externally, and 
attracting talent that would thrive 
in it. In a nutshell, legacy ways of 
operating in a workplace need to 
evolve and cultural change starts 
with a shift in mindset. Business 
goals and purpose lead to broad 
principles of operations that in turn 
help identify the behaviours that 
will lead to the preferred business 
outcome. With an increase in 

now focusing on allocating work 
effectively over managing people. 
HR plays a key role in the change 
journey.

Reimagine the Future 
and Redesign HR
HR organisational design is 
imperative to its strategic positions 
and seamless operations to match 
the needed speed and agility to 
adapt to the changing ecosystem. 
Many organisations have moved 
away from a traditional HR 
hierarchy and shifted towards a 
hub-and-spoke model based on 
business direction, specialisation, 
and market nuances. This 
facilitates agility, innovation, and 
quicker adaptation to constant 
change. With HR disrupting itself,  
business HR  leaders will lead 
organisational strategy, structure, 
and talent consulting. A central 
change management team is 
established to execute planned 
strategies, aligned to key work 
streams and executed through 
sophisticated project management 
for maximum effectiveness. 
Employee communication plays 
a pivotal role to ensure change 

HR plays a pivotal role in curating a target culture, 

communicating this internally and externally, 

and attracting talent that would thrive in it. In a 

nutshell, legacy ways of operating in a workplace 

need to evolve and cultural change starts with a 

shift in mindset.
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Year of incorporation: 

Market presence:  
 

Employee count:

Business operation: 
 
 
 
 

Interesting metric: 

SNAPSHOT

1984

Headquartered in Brookfield, USA, Fiserv 
supports millions of businesses in more 
than 100 countries.

44000+ employees worldwide

Global leader in commerce, fintech, 
and payments. Fiserv enables money 
movement for thousands of financial 
institutions and millions of people and 
businesses in a world that never powers 
down.

1.4 billion global accounts on file; 100 
million digital banking users; 6 million 
merchant locations globally; more than 
12000 financial transactions per second.

not new as companies set up HR 
innovation labs.

7) Operations - Establishing the 
right people practices is critical 
for any business transformation. 
Workforce intelligence analytics 
helps curate change based on 
data-driven insights.

8) Workplace - Aesthetics of the 
workplace, external branding, 
realigned benefits and incentives, 
culture as a battle for talent soars 
as employee experience is as 
critical as customer experience.

Any successful HR transformation 
will result in getting employees 
future-ready, establishing and 
leveraging efficient processes and 
agile structures, working with 
technology as a core partner, and 
ensuring business success.

5)  Digital - Forces of change 
like digital disruption, change in 
consumer behavior, socio-political 
movements, employee awareness, 
and heightened focus on diversity 
have created a pivotal impact on 
many organisational setups. Right 
from using technology to remove 
unconscious bias from hiring to 
hyper-personalised HR offerings, 
the world has embraced digital, 
AI, and Machine learning. The HR 
model needs to facilitate agility 
and operating with the speed of 
trust before leveraging the speed 
of digital.

6) Agile - Adopt agile principles 
in HR to build iteratively and 
incrementally. Companies are 
empowering employees to 
adapt to new ways of working. 
Innovation and disruption are 

business complexity, organisations 
are embracing permissive cultures 
that empower. Coupled with 
agile principles as a mindset shift, 
more and more companies are 
adopting big room planning and 
innovation. Collaboration, leading 
through influence, ability to deal 
with ambiguity, creativity and 
innovation, risk-taking, growth 
mindset, commercial acumen, and 
personal agility are the traits that 
are increasingly valued.

3) Leadership - Inclusive leaders 
who demonstrate agility and 
have past hands-on experience 
of transformation are best 
preferred to lead the way. Past 
failures are now signs of agility 
and aptitude to learn. Resilience 
and grit are attributes that are 
highly sought. Experimenting 
with new approaches through 
different phases of transformation, 
facilitating transparency, and 
being authentic are seen as skills 
that are a must-have in leaders to 
lead the way. Building a coaching 
culture and key decisions based on 
data-driven insights are amongst 
other attributes that make a leader 
beyond great.

4)   Social Enterprise - The 
perceived success of organisations 
is no longer assessed through 
financial performance alone. 
Organisational repute and standing 
have transcended to relationships 
with customers, community, and 
employees. The world is more 
connected than ever before and 
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, 
Glassdoor activity speaks volumes 
of the organisation’s culture. 
Organisations are compelled to 
now create a target presence on 
social media to attract external and 
retain internal talent.
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THE NEW AGE
Candidate Experience

For this session, 
Bruhadeeswaran R, Senior 
Manager - Editorial & Content 
at Info Edge India Ltd, 
connected with two leaders:

Sheetal Bhanot Shetty- Chief 
Human Resources Officer at 
Infra.Market 

Sebastian Rodriguez- Vice 
President & Global Head - 
Talent at Netcore Cloud

Candidate experience is a 
hot topic right now. But the 
question is –  with the rise in 
job opportunities, can a good 
candidate experience motivate 
techies to look beyond salary?

To begin with, the typical 
recruitment process has gone 
for a complete overhaul in 
the last two years. Therefore, 
improving the candidate 
experience should be 
employers' top priority. 

So, in the sixth episode of the 
ATT webinar – The New Age 
Candidate Experience, we 
discussed the pertinent topic 
of how to improve candidate 
experience and its importance. 

The ATT monthly webinar aims 
to bring the HR community 
together and promote an 
environment of mutual growth. 
Also, the programme is set to 
inspire HR professionals to 
grow as leaders by learning 
from the experience of industry 
stalwarts.
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Sheetal: I'm sure every professional 
understands that your performance 
measurements or expectations 
don't change. No company 
rewards for efforts. Rewards are 
for outcomes. 

Sebastian: We are honest with 
candidates about how the 
company is performing. We have 
hired 200+ people quarter by 
quarter, even in the pandemic. Did 

a transparent view of the 
organisation- challenges, 
weaknesses, strengths. Bring 
the candidate closer to reality. 
Upselling a role to a candidate 
doesn't work anymore. It's how 
you make the candidate feel more 
confident about the job and create 
an experience that he would like 
to be a part of. The brand also 
speaks a lot. Today, it's not about 
the organisation selecting the 
right candidate alone. But, it's also 
about how HR does not allow the 
candidate to make a wrong choice. 
If that happens, you can claim that 
you have attracted the right talent 
as an HR.

How do you address 
questions about job 
security?

What does candidate 
experience mean to 
you, and how do you 
manage it?
Sebastian: Anything that you do 
for a candidate is an experience. 
It can be either good or bad. So, I 
will add the prefix ‘positive’ before 
experience. Let's see how to create 
a positive candidate experience. 
It starts right from the time your 
brand comes into the picture. 
Branding should be so strong that 
the candidate hears the company 
name and knows it is a great 
place to work. So, branding is the 
first step. Then, we look at the 
process at each recruitment stage. 
We need to give the candidate 
the right kind of feedback and 
attention. 

Sheetal: If you want to attract 
good talent, you need to give 

Which of the below options are relevant to your 
organization in today’s context? 

Which of the below is the most significant element for 
a successful candidate experience? 

79%

Both

Employee Experience

Candidate Experience

Neither

Source: Live Poll

Source: Live Poll

12%

8%
1%

All the above

Communication

Tech Stacks

Facility teams

65%

26%

5%
4%
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not fire any employee and even 
gave increments. As long as there 
is transparency, there should not 
be any problem with job security. If 
the company is not performing, HR 
must inform the candidate because 
eventually, they will find out. 

Could you please 
talk about employer-
branding activities 
at your respective 
companies?
Sebastian: We do college sessions 
to talk about Netcore, upcoming 
IPO and startup journey. We also 
have Netcore university, where we 
teach marketing automation. So, all 
upcoming marketers already know 
our tool.

away the personalised 
experience. Is it a 
good change?
Sheetal: There is no replacement 
for human touch. I look at 
technology as an enabler. For 
example, bots answer queries 
on HR policies so that HR can 
focus on more quality time for the 
employees.

Sebastian: You can't take the 
human out of HR. Bots help HR 
to save time. So, they can spend 
more time going out and talking to 
employees. 

How many candidates 
did you hire 
remotely during the 
pandemic? And one 

Do you see a 
shift in candidate 
expectations?
Sheetal: Expectation is essentially 
about empathy. How well you can 
relate to them. The challenge for 
HR has been handling different 
expectations for both employees 
and candidates. You must build 
your process and policies based on 
what people want. Feedback and 
pulse surveys have taken a huge 
forefront in understanding what 
people want.

Also, listening is one art that all of 
us must develop. At Infra Market, 
the HR team gives a listening 
shoulder to the employees. 

Tech-Enabled HR 
processes are taking 

Which of the below options are relevant to your 
organization in today’s context? 

Which of the below is the most significant element for 
a successful candidate experience? 

79%

Both

Employee Experience

Candidate Experience

Neither

Source: Live Poll

Source: Live Poll

12%

8%
1%

All the above

Communication

Tech Stacks

Facility teams

65%

26%

5%
4%
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Sheetal: There must be an open 
door policy where employees can 
easily reach the manager. They can 
also have a mentor assigned so 
that their questions are answered. 
You need to listen to your 
employees.

Sebastian: Times are changing, 
and youth today is sharp. We 
need to be agile and address the 
need of the hour. We also try to 
set the expectations right from the 
beginning with the candidate. So 
they are happy after joining as they 
know what they are getting into.

 

How do you deal with 
company reviews on 
public platforms?
Sebastian: Now, the world is 
moving towards writing reviews 
openly. You can confront and reply 
with the right answer. If there is a 
genuine issue, you must discuss 
and solve it. 

that somebody thinking of his 
future job is probably disengaged 
at work. We are also slowly 
moving towards that. Managers 
want the notice period to be 
extended, but we educate them. 
Organisations must build backups. 
Then the notice period can be cut 
short. Two weeks notice period is 
ideal.

Are flexible timings 
here to stay?
Sebastian: As long as the customer 
is addressed at the right time and 
we can work together as a team, 
flexible times are acceptable. 
Organisations are moving towards 
that. Is it the norm? I'm not sure. 

What kind of 
organisational 
culture do new age 
candidates aspire for?

thing that makes or 
breaks candidates' 
experiences?
Sheetal: We hired 1000+. We 
hire candidates from different 
industries, and each industry's 
value proposition is different. 
Also, when we speak about the 
experience, it matters to talk about 
people we haven't selected. How 
do we inform them why they are 
not the right fit? 

We do not hire for compensation 
because there is no limit to it. So 
many companies ask their people 
to stay back, other companies give 
counteroffers, and candidates do 
job-hopping. That's not the kind of 
people we want. We want people 
who wish to join us and build their 
careers.

Is two to three 
months notice period 
correct?
Sebastian: In the U.S., people can 
leave in a week. They understand 
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